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did christ visit japan

SPENCER j PALMER

the strangest and most incredible tale ever to come out of
east asia is that jesus once lived in japan the story deserves
critical consideration

in the year 1937 during a time of intense nationalism in
japan a rather bizarre book appeared on the stands of the
japanese book stores its author was a japanese woman yamane
kikuko a christian who selected for her book the pretentious
title light comes from the east 1 an obvious reference to
rabindranathravindranathRabindra nath tagore s celebrated expression

in this book mrs yamane claimed that a testament in-
spired by jesus of nazareth had been found among a set of
family documents in the possession of mr omaruO0 maru takenouchi
or isoharainohara ibaraki prefecture see figure 1 he claimed to
be the sixty sixth descendant of takenouchi no sukunefukune a noble-
man who had been active in the court of the twelfth emperor
keiko and of takenouchi shikibu the eighteenth century
confucian student who had sought to deify the mikado s per-
sonage at a time when the emperors were being eclipsed by the
power of the military governors 2 thus materials referred to
as the isoharainohara papers have appeared in japanese under the

dr palmer is professor of history and relreireligionigionigdon and director of asian studies
at brigham young university as well as book review editor for BYU studies
A former missmissionon president in korea he is deeply interested in the problems
and progress of the LDS church in asia and gratefully acknowledges the
benefit of a BYU faculty research grant which has assisted him in the
preparation of this study of the heral myth

hakarihikariHakarijkari vwaa toho yonyoriyoo light comes from the east tokyo 1937 re-
printed in 1957 this latter edition contains a generous number of snapshots
including a picture of mr takenouchi of isoharainohara in regalia suggesting a shinto
priest

takenouchi no sukane conquered the eastern lands of the yenishigenishiYenishi
on behalf of the emperor keiko reportedly he was the first prime minister
in japan s recorded history takenouchi no shikibu is described as a pupil of
yamazaki ansalansai and as an extremist agiagitatortator for the restoration of the em-
peror s divine status died 1771 these data according to brinkley A history
of jalanjapan london 1914 p 85
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figure 1 the first latter day saints to draw attention to the story of
christ inin japan pictured here surrounding O0omarumaru takenouchi and
wife of isoharainohara in july 1959 are ladon van noy masao watabe
and cameraman darrell longsine

title secret history of the age of the gods and although pre-
cise data on their origin and authenticity seems never forth
coming it is generally claimed that certain hieroglyphic inscrip-
tions called andaiindai mopmojinoii figure 2 is an example are the

shiuShinshindakshindmshindaidaidal hisselhisshzhisshl secret history of the age of the gods tokyo kokkyo
senmedianSenmedian 1935 the first volumewiume A surveysurrey of ancient times contains
an alleged genealogy of the imperial household according to which the
emperor jimmujimma is the ninety eighth emperor not the first making the present
japanese emperor twenty second the frontpiece of this volume quotes the
following scripture from jeremiah thus saith the lord the maker thereof
the lord has formed it to establish it the lord is his name call unto me
and I1 will answer thee and show the great and mighty things which thou
knoweth not chapter I11 contains a eryvery brief reference to jesus christ and his
arrival at hachinohe also on page 45 is a presumed prophecy given by christ
in japan when he was 37 years of age
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figure 2 one of numerous stones and relics containing inscriptions
of the so called jmdai mopmojinop type

most important since christ himself presumably helped prepare
these when he lived in japan the takenouchi family maintains
that this secret history provides a true account of the japanese
people going back to an age of the gods antedating the
kojiki and nihongiwihongiNihongi the earliest known chronicles of japan
at the time of bureutsuBureutsu the twenty fifth emperor who was en-
throned in 505 AD buddhism had become so prosperous that
the sacred history was in danger of being neglected and des-
troyed thus sukunefukune takenouchi a general and scholar took
this history which at that time apparently was inscribed only
on stones and turned it over to his grandson heiguri no matorlmatorimamorl
who thereafter took it to toyama prefecture it has remained
with the isoharainohara family ever since
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it is claimed that the now deceased japanese artist baizanbanzan
toyo of aomorialmori successfully deciphered some of the hierogly-
phic writings and thereby ascertained that two grave mounds
each approximately fifteen feet in diameter and located on
top of a remote hillock near a small japanese village in nor-
thern honshu contain the remains of christ and a lock of
hair said to have belonged to his brother these two grave
mounds are located at heralherat village renamed shingo village
inin 1955 inin aomorialmori prefecture four hundred miles north of
tokyo on the tokyo aomorialmori railroad the villagers of heralherat
call one of these graves toraizukaTora izuka and the other judaibaka or
judaiboJudaibo it is in the former that the body of christ is said to
have been interred see figure 3

A published statement of christ s arrival in japan of his
training and teaching his marriage and offspring and of his
japanese ministry are given as follows by the heralherat village
fathers

christ was born inin judea and lived inin egypt with his par-
ents but later he returned to the small village of nazareth
and was raised there however when he was 21 years old he
disappeared nevertheless inin his 33rd year he suddenly reap-
peared and preached about heaven and the existence of god
needless to say nothing isis mentioned inin the bible for that
lost 11 years however inin the discovered death statement of
christ the information pertaining to that period isis given

he came to japan for the first time inin the period of the
emperor suininquinin the lith emperor and landed at the port of
hashidatehashitateHashidate on the japan sea coast and then went to ecchuetchu

now toyama prefecture and became a disciple of honor-
able and learned japanese and received variousvarious training

after 11 years inin his 33rd year he left japan and landed
at monaco thence returned to judea the returned christ
preached the sacredness of japan god s country to john the
baptist and others

his teachings were not accepted by the elders of israel and
also he encountered the opposition of the phariseesPharis ees finally
he was arrested by roman soldiers and was sentenced to be
crucified however according to the statement the one who
was crucified was his brother it was he who uttered that
ungodlike expression oh god why has thou forsaken
me the escaped christ disappeared

after much tribulation on february 26th four years after
his reported crucifixion christ boarded a vessel 01on the
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pacific coast of north america and travelled by water even-
tually arriving at the present hachinohe harbor 4

not far from hachinohe city yamane discovered a small
shinto shrine called kaikurakaikara jinja where she claims the
wooden boat in which christ arrived in japan had been en
shrinedshrines until recently there a wooden shinto prayer tablet
was reportedly uncovered bearing the inscription the village
master prays through ishikiriishikoriIsh ikiri christ that god will grant
prosperity to the village using this as a premise yamane
postulates that christ himself must have stopped there at one
time particularly so since the local villagers are said to call
this place ishikiriishikoriIshikiri tomaruhomaru or christ has stayed here

I1 have not personally visited this shrine and I1 have been
unable to find anyone who has seen the boat that reportedly
was once kept there but mr conrad roger who has done
serious research on this aspect of the heralherat legend has pro-
vided these firsthandfirst hand observations

the kaikurakaikara jinja is a small shrine rather oldish in ap-
pearancepearance erected on a piece of flat marshy land not far from
a riverniverriver the site shiriuchiShiriuchi if translated into english means
riverniverriver estuary if the structure still standing today is the orig-
inal shrine then the boat which it is said to have housed at
one time must have been very small indeed without having
dated it professionally I1 would estimate that the building is
not very old perhaps going back a century or two at the most
but I1 do not know what foundation lies underneath the
present building I1 would translate the kanji for kai kura
as meaning shell storage or something along those lines
so presumably at one time this must have been the site
where shells clams and the like were gathered stored or
traded it may have been a boathouseboat house or enclosure of sorts
I1 have met no one who has either personally seen this boat
or heard of any reputable person having seen it this does
of course not necessarily mean that a boat did not exist at
one time someone may have arrived in it thereby giving
substance to what today has become the heral legend it
would be interesting to locate this boat or whatever may be
left of it and to date it 5

see the christ that arrivedarmed at mam1mitoto in shagoshmgoshingo 1967 p 49
fromtromhrombrom a letter dated june 17 1969 1I should say here that I1 have relied

very heavily on the work of conrad roger in this paper particularly in the
development of the thesis that the heral legend might be explained in terms
of sixteenth century christian influence also I1 am very much indebted to
brothers kan watanabe and masao watabe who accompanied me in travels
through japan in february of 1969 inin search of answers to the heral story
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according to the heral story when christ revisited japan
he adopted an indigenous name that of torai taro tengu or
hachinohe taro tengu which translated means the long
nosed taro of torai hachinohe this appears to be a
popular name such as might have been given to a foreigner by
simple country folk taro is a very common japanese first
name and is often used to designate a first born male child
in japanese folklore tengu were fabulous beings with ex-
tremely big noses and with miraculous properties attributed to
them 6 believers in the heralherat legend are quick to point out
that sincesince christ reportedly travelled and preached from place
to place in japan folklore associated with the red faced long
nosed tengu see the tengu folk mask on the cover of this
journal is another affirmation of his visit

following the myth further jesus married miyuko a
japanese lady raised three daughters and lived in heralherat to
the age of 118 when he died in the eleventh year of the
reign of keikoketko his first daughter married mr sawaguchi of
heralherat the second daughter mr kaimorikamimori of togochoTogocho and
the third mr noguchi of Nishnishogoshintshogoshiogoshi

according to yamane the descendants of this christ were
known by the villagers throughout the centuries as the miko
no ato descendants of the august ones

I1 and also as having
carried this honorific title as their clan name until the be-
ginning of the twentieth century when the present surviving
descendant s name was registered by his father as sawaguchi
sanjiro to give substance to this story yamane emphasizes
what she calls decidelycidelydecidedlyde non japanese features in the face of
farmer sawaguchi see figure 4 she describes this man and

there is a prodigious literature inn japanese by individual scholars in
prefectural and gun collections and inin the bulletins of the folklore society of
japan on tengu and particularly about the yama no kamlkami and the yamabushiYam abushi
the sprites of the mountains the only study in english with which I1 am
familiar is M W de visser the tengu transactions of the asiatic society
of japan vol XXXVI yokohama 1908 part 11II ppap 259925 99 this excellent
article surveys japanese attitudes toward tengu from the eighth century to the
present it would appear that during most of thlthithisthigs period japanese have
regarded them as fearsome spirits of the mountain and the forest full of tricks
and apt to resort to incendincentincendiaryary action they were as elusive as foxes but they
were very powerful even the great military lords feared them they were
inveterate enemies of buddhism always haughty towards priests in order to
discredit the buddha s law in the nineteenth century the tengu became gods
of the forest to whom offerings were made if woodcutters neglected to pay
them homage they often met with all kinds of accidents even calamities on
the other hand these elusive tengu gave success to hunters who gave them
food and fish except obliquely I1 see no connection between tengu folklore
and jesus christ nor even the properties of the heral legend
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figure 4 A 1952 photograph of sawaguchi sanjiro who claims to
be a direct descendant of christ
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his fellow villagers as steadfastly maintaining the veracity of
the heralherat tradition as illustrated through a number of ritual-
istic customs and observations which the villagers claim to
have maintained for generations

the first is the practice of the sawaguchi people the so
called descendants of christ to place the emblem of judea
the six pointed star of david over their doorways and the
practice of sewing it on the back collar of the cjanchanchanenkochanankochanjankoanankoch janhojanko
of their children s coats another is the placing of red crosses
on the foreheads of newborn infants although this lat-
ter custom has apparently completely disappeared in the area
today a very elderly native named sasaki kozo told me on
february 24 1969 when I1 was a young boy boys used to
put a cross on their foreheads I1 remember seeing young people
with this mark on their foreheads it was a custom that when
a baby boy was one year old they put the cross on the forehead
the first time they took them out of the house

the extent to which the christ in japan group has gone
to substantiate its claims is suggested in the announcement of
the late eiji kawamorita a theologian of seattle washington
that the bon song of the annual lantern festival used in
heralherat is not japanese but rather hebrew he claims that the
chant used by the local people goes as follows haniyado
yaroyo naniyadonaa saaredaadesai naniyadoyara
yo and that translated this really means hallowed be thy
name 7

following the publication of yamane s book japanese and
english language newspapers and periodicals in japan picked
up this story and gave it sporadic play one such article pre-
pared by an asahlasahasahii staff writer richard iwatate appeared in
illustrated form under the title of did jesus christ die in
japan in the october 1939 issue of the orient in this
article iwatate describes the heralherat villagers as fervently
insisting that their legend was founded on truthful facts and
that the two graves contained the remains of christ and the
ashes of his mother mary iwatate further states that
steadfast in their faith the villagers had invited numerous
archaeologists historians and philologists to search for scien-
tific evidence and to conduct a thorough investigation of
heral however little has been heard since then concerning

suinshingoshin go p 50
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tangible scientific investigations or discoveries having been
made at the controversial site but the story has not died out
inin course of time instead it slumbered in the suppressed and
skeptical interest of those who had heard of it

on december 24 1952 the nippon times revived the
story in a lengthy article supported by illustrations and pre-
pared by its senior english language reporter kiyoaki murata
mr murata appears to have personally made a visit to heral
after his interest had been aroused by the endeavors of a
seventh day adventist a mr shikiss of tokyo who had
sought to inaugurate a decisive study of the heralherat legend in
an effort to uncover the source of the myth but the sensitive
nature of such an investigation particularly when conducted
by a christian missionary the unwelcomed publicity attached
to it and the crude and tactless manner in which the nippon
times wrote its story and published it on christmas eve in-
duced shikiss to abandon his former interest in this legend
murata s story corresponds in substance with the thesis pro-
pounded by yamane and to the coverage given to it by iwatate
in 1939 however on one major issue murata seems to differ
from his predecessors after observing that the sawaguchis
live together as one household unit comprising three genera-
tions which include two branch families and the immediate
nuclear family headed by sanjiro as the household head mur-
ata points out that this farmer regards himself as a buddhist
inin spite of the difference existing between his mode of wor-
ship and that of the average buddhist sects moreover murata
quotes sanjiro as saying that prior to the interferences of the
yamane group he had not known of the christ inin heralherat
story although many of the expressions of his faith are more
akin to those propounded in the bible than elsewhere this
farmer also concedes that the two graves had for a long time
been associated with his family and that he and his ancestors
had obeyed instructions handed down through the generations
to take good care of the tombs because they were the graves
of important people

my first newspaper acquaintance with the heralherat legend
came through an article which appeared inin the fremont times
of california on july 7 1965 the headline reads japan mys-
tery graves lost line with religion old papers list strange
clues puzzle experts though garbled and inaccurate in
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places the report raises a number of provocative questions the
writer erieerle howery doubts that the story is a complete hoax
no one has yet capitalized on it and the story has been circu-
lated despite government opposition As a legend it has several
interesting aspects recent so called discoveries pertinent to
christian history tell us that peter became enraged when judas
betrayed christ and smote him with his sword in his anger
peter almost missed but cut off iscariot s ear and a lock of
hair this idea has survived in the heralherat story that a lock of
christ s hair has been preserved in one of the graves 8 the
writer further argues that it is not impossible that christ could
have actually visited japan in his youth partial translations of
dead sea scrolls indicate he may have spent a number of his
younger unchronicled years in an unspecified asiatic country 9

father gerhard huber a franciscan linguist author and mis-
sionary to japan for thirty years thinks the answers may be
linlinkedked up with the ainu the mysterious white people who oc-
cupied japan before their race was decimated by invading an-
cestors of the present day japanese but as howery concludes
it is significant that not a single present day occupant of heralherat
professes to be a christian

evaluation OF THE HERAI LEGEND

contemporary students of japanese affairs react differently
to this story but the majority deny the authenticity of any of
the proofs introduced by the yamane circle some scholars
categorically refuse to discuss it of course no true christian
can believe that christ was buried in japan this is out of the
question but regarding the claim that jesus made an appear-
ance in japan some time after his ministry ended in judea I1

would like to suggest three possible interpretations or lines of
approach

professor russell horiuchi of brigham young university has observed
that the idea of enshrining a loved one s hair handkerchief or some other
part of the body is customary in japan when the entire body is not available
for example when young men haehave been killed in battle it is not extraordinary
to bury them symbolically simply by interring a personal memento therefore
in accordance with this venerable traditional custom the grave of christ could
be thought of as a symbolic effort to show respect for someone whose death
has been reported it does not necessarily mean that the physical body of
christ must be in the heral grave in order for the japanese to believe that
he is buried there

this thesis is fully developed by rev dr charles francis potter the
lost years of jesus revealed new york A crest reprint by fawcett world
library 1962 see also hugh W nibley early accounts of jesus child-
hood the instructor january 1965 ppap 35375537355755575535 37
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from the vantage point of the scriptures the lord
could have made a visit to the inhabitants of the japanese is-
lands and for that matter to other peoples of asia as well
during his earthly ministry jesus frequently reassured the jews
that he was the good shepherd always mindful of his sheep
and known of them he explained that he had other sheep not
of their fold whom he would visit see john 101014161014141614 16 this
promise was fulfilled when the resurrected messiah appeared
on the american continent as recorded in the book of mormon

see 3 nephi 1521 but while still among the nephitesNephites
jesus made a further promise that he would also visit other
tribes of the house of israel neither of the land of jerusalem
nor of the land of the nephitesNephites whom the father had led
away he had been commanded of the father to administer
to the needs of these sheep and they would hear his voice
eventually they also would be numbered among the true fold
and ultimately gathered from the four quarters of the earth
then would the great covenant with israel be consummated

and verily verily I1 say unto you that I1 have other sheep
which are not of this land neither of the land of jerusalem
neither inin any parts of that land round about whither I1 have
been to minister

for they of whom I1 speak are they who have not as yet heard
my voice neither have I1 at any time manifested myself unto
them

but I1 have received a commandment of the father that I1 shall
go unto them and that they shall hear my voice and shall be
numbered among my sheep that there may be one fold and
one shepherd therefore I1 go to show myself unto them

and I1 command you that ye shall write these sayings after
I1 am gone that if it so be that my people at jerusalem they
who have seen me and been with me inin my ministry do not
ask the father inin my name that they may receive a knowledge
of you by the holy ghost and also of the other tribes whom
they know not of that these sayings which ye shall write
shall be kept and shall be manifested unto the gentiles that
through the fulnessfalness of the gentiles the remnant of their
seed who shall be scattered forth upon the face of the earth
because of their unbelief may be brought in or may be
brought to a knowledge of me their redeemer

and then will I1 gather them in from the four quarters of
the earth and then will I1 fulfill the covenant which the
father hath made unto all the people of the house of israel

3 nephi 1615161 5
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these prophecies lend meaning to the words of zenos con-
cerning events surrounding the crucifixion of christ the god
and shepherd of israel for the prophet declared that three
days of darkness would be a sign of the lord s death partic-
ularly to those of the house of israel living upon the isles of
the sea and after the crucifixion

the lord god surely shall visit all the house of israel
at that day some with his voice because of their righteous-
ness unto their great joy and salvation and others with the
thunderingsthunderings and the lightnings of his power by tempest
by ffireirelre and by smoke and vapor of darkness and by the
opening of the earth and by mountains which shall be
carried up

and all these things must surely come saith the prophet
zenos and the rocks of the earth must rend and because
of the groaningsgroeningsgroan ings of the earth many of the kings of the isles
of the sea shall be wrought upon by the spirit of god to
exclaim the god of nature suffers 1 nephi 191112.1911121911 12

in his great parable of the olive tree zenos describes the
visit of the christ to the branches of israel transplanted in the
nethermost parts of my vineyard after discussing the work
in connection with the main trunk of the tame olive tree

israel he describes the lord s visit to the other branches

and it came to pass that the lord of the vineyard said unto
the servant come let us go to the nethermost part of the
vineyard and behold if the natural branches of the tree have
not brought forth much fruit also that I1 may lay up of the
fruit thereof against the season unto mine own self

and he beheld the ffirst that it had brought forth much
fruit and he beheld also that it was good and he said unto
the servant take of the fruit thereof and lay it up against
the season that I1 may preserve it unto mine own self for
behold said he this long time have I1 nourished it and it
hath brought forth much fruit
and it came to pass that the servant said unto his master
how comest thou hither to plant this tree or this branch of
the tree for behold it was the poorest spot in all the land
of the vineyard jacob 51921.51921519 21

the lord s encompassing regard for the welfare of the
human family is evident in the predictions of nephi that jesus
would speak not only to the jews and nephitesNephites but to all other
tribes of israel in all the nations of the earth A significant
feature of this prophecy which follows is that various peoples
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have been expected to record the lord s sayings to them so
that they may be judged out of that which is written

know ye not that there are more nations than one know
ye not that 1I the lord your god have created all men and
that I1 remember those who are upon the isles of the sea and
that I1 rule in the heavens above and in the earth beneath
and I1 bring forth my word unto the children of men yea
even upon all the nations of the earth

wherefore because that ye have a bible ye need not suppose
that it contains all my words neither need ye suppose that
I1 have not caused more to be written

for I1 command all men both in the east and in the west
and in the north and in the south and in the islands of the
sea that they shall write the words which I1 speak unto them
for out of the books which shall be written I1 will judge the
world every man according to their works according to
that which is written

for behold I1 shall speak unto the jews and they shall write
it and I1 shall speak unto the nephitesNephites and they shall write
it and I1 shall also speak unto the other tribes of the house
of israel which I1 have led away and they shall write it and
I1 shall also speak unto all nations of the earth and they shall
write it 2 nephi 297 101210 12 italics added

another vital consideration in the question of judeofudeo chris
tian influence in formative japan one which may provide a
key to the meaning of the heralherat story rests on the fact that
the japanese are of mixed ancestry the accessibility of the
japanese archipelago by sea permits them to have come from
widely separated geographic regions A strong strain of im-
migrants has come from the northern parts of the asian main-
land and another major strain perhaps less dominant has come
from the coastal regions of southeast asia and from polynesia
in the pacific 10

according to current archaelogicalarchaeologicalarchae logical findings the earliest
known immigrants to the islands included the enigmatic ainu

anciently called ezo a caucasian people today surviving
only in small numbers in the northern island of hokkaidoHokkaido in

isao komatsu the japanese people origins of the people and language
tokyo kokusaikokusei bunka shinkokaiShinkokai 1962 contains a concise anthropological

discussion of early proto historical sculpture weapons pottery and anatomical
specimens particularly of the so called jomonbomon and yayoi periods see also
george sansom s A history of japan to 1334 stanford university press
1958 ppap 12 91
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sakhalinSakhalin and in the kurilesaurilesKuriles they have light skin color thin
lips wavy hair heavy body hair etc there is really no way
of knowing what they originally believed but surviving be-
liefs are saturated with concern for the power of the spirits
and their society has been regulated by taboos and rites of puri-
ficationfi 11 originally these ainu were a tribal food gathering
people before 1854 the mainstream japanese yamato cul-
ture had little effect upon them but thereafter a government
policy of assimiliation greatly changed them so that today
purebloodedpureblooded ainu are practically extinct 12

in saying that japan is an amalgam of races and cultures
and that at least minor strains of influence have derived from
the far reaches of the pacific we are reminded of hagothharoth and
other seafaring explorers who set out from the shores of the
american continent towards the pacific and were never heard
of more alma 6358635 8 in substantiating the theory behind
his famous kon tiki expedition thor heyerdahl norwegian
anthropologist presents an array of evidence in his american
indians in the pacificpacific3pacifica3 to show that early voyages into the pa-
cific have had a predominant tendency to take a western course
from america and these historic expeditions have reached
southeast asia china korea and japan no doubt some of
these were descendants of israel who carried memories of the
gospel knowledge of the lord s sacred promises to abraham
and jacob and an awareness of the divine mission of jesus
christ themes broadly diffused among the inhabitants of
bible and book of mormon lands there should be no question
that in addition to the mainstream dispersion of israel across
the land masses of asia suggested by vestigial communities
in the tarim basin and at kaifenghaifeng in china 1

14 and reaching
out as far as the islands of japan other remnants of israel
reached the vital waterways of northeast asia via the american
continent all of this seems clearly to have been a part of the
plan of the great jehovah as affirmed by jacob

neil G munro ainu creed and cult new york columbia university
press 19651963 passim

12yamato japanese contacts with the ainu were slow in developing but
these are carefully considered in john A harrison s translation of ainu
seisaku shi in the ainu of northern japan transactions of the american
philosophical society april 1960

thor heyerdahl american indians inin the pacific london george
allenalienailen & unwin ltd 1952

these communities are discussed in a section entitled israel in asia in a
forthcoming monograph
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great are the promises of the lord unto them who are
upon the isles of the sea wherefore as it says isles there
must needs be more than this and they are inhabited also by
our brethren

for behold the lord god has led away from time to time
from the house of israel according to his will and pleasure
and now behold the lord remernberethrememberethremembereth all them who have
been broken off 2 nephi 102122.1021221021 22

unquestionably the lord s ancient command that the house
of israel be sifted among all nations see amos 99 has
reached historic fulfillment japan is a model example of that
fact a place where the descendants of abraham and jacob
have combined with other mainstream ethnic groups to make up
the japanese race as we know it today the japanese therefore
are rightful heirs of the covenants and promises belonging to
israel thus it is possible that the heralherat story despite its several
fantastic and extremely unlikely claims some of which are ab-
solutelysolutely impossible and others of which can be easily dismissed

could nonetheless represent an historical fact that servants
of the lord have landed by ocean craft in ancient japan one
such group could certainly have drifted or have been led away
to japanese shores at hachinohe as the legend claims they
could have been jews nephitesNephites lamanitesLamanites or even of the
tribe of dan as some japanese have preferred to believe
tengu legends of big nosed ruddy skinned strangers having
suddenly appeared among theduedie natives of ancient japan the
continuing use of the star of david on clothing at heralherat vil-
lage the placing of a cross on the forehead of newborn babies
and perhaps even the alleged hebraic influence upon local
folk music all can be thought of as curious anomalies lending
weight to such a claim and of course the sawaguchis the
ainu and many others as well are living reminders of settlers
from far flung places

even the most cursory inquiry into the heralherat story must
take into account its historical background in so doing we
reach a third basic interpretation one which takes the guess-
work out of certain claims and puts everything else into much
clearer perspective first in a careful reading of this legend
it is obvious that the ideals of christ are really presented as a
judaizedjudaizer version of shinto in which jesus is depicted as a stu-
dent of things japanese he becomes the disciple exponent of
a grand imperial tradition
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shinto the way of the gods is the primitive religion of
japan it has been followed by japanese from times of remote
antiquity dating back to the so called age of the gods ama
terasu the mystical sun goddess was worshippedworshipped as the first
imperial ancestor of the yamato people and as such she has
been regarded as the founder of all japanese the imperial
clan being the principal family

the introduction of christianity during the sixteenth century
under francis xavier and associates was viewed with toleration
and curiosity at first wide ranging missionary labors resulted
in the conversion of considerable numbers of prominent
feudal lords daimiodaimyo and the establishment of mission
schools and churches throughout shikokuseikoku and honshu see
map page 152 the northeast provinces including the
areas adjoining heralherat were far removed from the main cen-
ters of influence however the ubiquitous franciscan diego de
san francisco who regularly traveled throughout japan dis-
guised as a samurai claimed that there were 26000 christians
inin the northeast provinces in 1629 whereas there had been less
than 100 converts 15 years previously he made a dangerous
trip to sendal to reassure local christians in 1627 he also com-
plained of the uncooperative attitude of the jesuits towards the
franciscans in nagasaki and kyushu and the franciscans trans-
ferred most of their efforts to the less cultivated but more
promising mission fields in the northeast 15

the period of toleration was soon followed by a harsh re-
pressive reaction after christianity had become the scapegoat
for contemporary power struggles and political intrigues look-
ing upon foreign intrusion with jealous hostility shinto priests
and buddhist monks were endeavoring to guide public opinion
and political authority against this alien faith the insurrection
at shimabaramabarashimaharaShi inin 16581638 convinced the tokugawa military gov-
ernment that the potential threat to state hegemony was lurk-
ing in this new religion and led it to embark upon a policy of
ruthless suppression the resultant persecutions reached a
frenzied intensity during tokugawa lyemitsuiyemitsulyeIyemitsu s attempts to ex-
terminate completely all vestiges of christianity from every
nook of his realm 16 arrests confiscations deportations tor-

cac5c R boxer the christian century inin japan 154916501549 1650 berkeley
university of california press 1951 ppap 358359358 359

masaharu anesaki prosecution of kirishitansKirish itans after the ShiShirshlshimabarashirnabarashimaharanabaramabara
insurrection monumentsmonumentaMonum enta nipponicaNipponica vol 121 2 1938 ppap 276283276 283
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tures forced confessions and coerced apostacies became the
order of the day for any known christian who did not volun-
tarily deny his faith although there were many martyredmartyred vic-
tims of this hunt there were also those who chose the easier
road and recanted the official journal kishitokmshitokirishito ki which
gives a detailed record of these investigations and of all con-
fessionsfessions made lists the names of two foreign priests who had
apostatized and had then entered the service of the inquisition
office 17 it was common for such recantors to adopt japanese
names and to take to themselves japanese wives the latter
practice in fact was prescribed to them by the authorities as a
test of their sincerity it was a government policy to discredit
the christians and their religion wherever and whenever pos-
sible with this in mind participation of private interests in
the antichristiananti christian campaign was encouraged As a result many
deliberately created falsifications fanstastic confessions al-
legations forged protestations and conveniently distorted leg-
ends were picked up and widely circulated among the popu-
lace these instruments of deception had one common purpose
discrediting the christian faith and its members while at the
same time encouraging a japanization wherever feasible

notwithstanding the severity of the antichristiananti christian edicts
japanese annals bear witness to the fact that christianity was
not entirely rooted out it continued to be practiced stealthily
in remote districts by converts and their families who had re-
sorted to ingenious frauds in order to avoid official persecu-
tion the substance of such frauds was found in an external
modification of their faith assuming local native customs and
practices such as making small statuettes of the madonna to
resemble the buddhist divinity avalokitesvara kwannon or
the hiding of a crucifix and other christian emblems inside a
god shelf kamihanakamidanaKamidana ls with the gradual lifting of repressive
edicts as the tokugawa regime began to totter thousands of
believers were found in the south mostly centered around
nagasaki who for seven or eight generations hadbad preserved
in secret the faith of their forefathers deprived of clerical

Ananesakiesak history ppap 252253252 253 the two clerics in question are ferriere
and guiseppe chiara the latter assumed the japanese name okamoto Saniemon
and died in 1685 after having taken a japanese wife the kirishitokirzshito ki is only
one of the many similar records kept by the government it lists arrests con-
fessionsfes sions names of all apostates and brief commentaries and statements of
kirishitanKirish itan doctrine

george sansom A short cultural history of japan new york 1943
p 449
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guidance and left entirely to themselves these simple folk
mostly farmers and fishermen had absorbed in the course of
time indigenous elements into the body of their faith As latin
and portuguese words and names lost their meaning new in-
terpretations appeared which in their own time were distorted
by the use of unwieldy japanese scripts the substance of the
doctrine was kept alive by word of mouth and in the course
of repetitious retelling it underwent a thorough mutilation
the ensuing conglomeration of christian buddhist and shinto
elements and local folklore resulted often enough in such
pathetic distortions that the original tenet became utterly un-
recognizable such japanized and popularized sects of chris-
tians have survived to this day in the so called kirishitanKirishitan
burakuburako villages of south honshu and kyushu islands

an interesting study of one of these kirishitanKirishitan communi-
ties is one on the kurosaki burakuburako conducted in 1935 by pro-
fessor tagitapagita koya of nanzanjanzan university of nagoya As a rule
these pseudo christians are extremely reticent and wary on
matters pertaining to their faith after winning their confi-
dence however tagitapagita was allowed to make a full copy of
their version of the bible the tenchifenchi najimariNaj imari no koto
which appears to be a crude though well intentioned japaniza-
tion of the doctrinaldoctrinaDoc trina christabchristamchrisChri tarmtarnstamtammyram published by the jesuits in 1600
as a guide to native converts the kurosaki bible in essence
is a digest of the story of creation and of some of christ s ser-
mons in it god is identified with the confucian concept of
tenchifenchi that of lord of heaven and earth and is concurrent-
ly referred to as ikibotoko or free independent living
buddha the identification of the soul of mankind with the
moon and the identification of lucifer with the god of
thunder as personified by izanagi the father of the sun
goddess indicate the presence of shinto influences as well 19

in the late nineteenth century a sweeping nationalistic re-
action against the influx of western ideas began to assert itself
in japan pioneered by young buddhists and shintoists this re-
sentmentsentment had by 1880 penetrated into every area of japanese
thought

1
and life proponents of this foreignismantiforeignismanti were

closely affiliated with a shinto cult as propagated a century

takita koya conducted a thorough study of kirishitanKirish itan communities
throughout japan his findings were published in 1954 in a book titled
shshowajidazajidai no yempukusempuku Kirishkirishitankjfjshitaniranitan hidden christians of the showa period
tokyo nihon gakujutsu shinko kaikal
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earlier by men like the inari priests kada mabuchi kamo
motoori norinagamorinagaNorinaga and hirata atsutaneAtsutane all of whom had
preached the ideal of a return to the original purity of shinto
as it had been practiced in the mythical age of the gods
native chronicles notably the kojiki and nihongiwihongiNihongi were biblibabli
fied as heavenly ordained guides to the pure japanese life as
it should be led under the dominion of theocratic rule which
could trace the line of japanese emperors back to the all illum
inatingunating sun goddess the cry of these diehardsdie hards became
sonno joi or revere the emperor and eject the barbar-

ians 2021 on the purely religious side this clamour for the oust-
ing of western influence was directed against christianity as a
whole at first for its complete suppression and when that
failed for its systematic japanization

associated with this shinto revivalism of the late toku-
gawa period was the promotion of hindaijmdailindai moji a mode of writ-
ing allegedly used in the age of the gods first mentioned
in the shokuchoku nihongiwihongiNihongi it has been much discussed by such
notable writers as aralarai kakusekiKaku seki teininbeinin shiyakushikakuShiyaku hirata
atsutaneAtsutane tsuruminetsuyumineTsurumine boshin uchiaiochiai masumi and okuni ryu-
sei all of whom have sought to prove by means of these
writings the existence of chronicles written by the gods them-
selves even before chinese writing was brought to japan
hindaijmdailindai monoiimojinoil1 writings have been a popular pastime in japan for
nearly a century and have generally beeenbeben discredited by
japanese savantssavanis as total forgeries if there were even a modi-
cum of validity associable with lindal moji such japanese no
doubt would be the first to legitimatize them in order to
demonstrate that they already had their own form of written
language prior to the introduction of chinese

in the decades preceding the publication of yamane s first
book 1937 japan was beginning to seethe with its own
version of manifest destiny the reluctance of the western
powers to modify the unequal treaties the humiliations sus-
tained after japanese victories over china in 1895 and russia in
1905 and an ever growing japanese western scramble for con-
cessionscessions and privileges in asia as well as the later american
exclusion laws against asiatics deeply provoked the sensitivity
and pride of the japanese this nationalistic trend manifested
itself in an intensified suspicion and resentment of western

2foriforfor a list of such organizations see anasakiakasaki masaharu ibid p 360
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christianity As the turbulent twentieth century progressed
the pressure of an asiatic consciousness upon the teachings of
christ became an important force within the indigenous chris-
tian movement and a japanese interpretation of christianity
began to develop 21 it was expressed in a systematic endeavor
to emancipate the japanese christian churches from outside in-
fluencesfluences and to place them under complete native control
many reasonable japanese christians desired eagerly to re-
store christianity to an oriental consciousness for as they
argued had christ himself not been an oriental in their eyes
it was the occidental civilization which was not entirely chris-
tian and therefore it was the duty of japanese christianity to
develop a superior theology to which european christians in
the future would be able to look for guidance and support
japan became to them the focal spot on which world problems
of christianity were gradually to be solved 22 the rise to power
of ultranationalist interests those very same which had con-
sciouslyscious ly or unconsciously tried to pervert japanese christianity
was followed by a line of fanatics and self appointed messiahs
directing an avalanche of missives at the public and exhorting
them to arise and follow the road of armageddon which would
lead their nation back to the glory for which it was destined by
the gods their attacks were frequently directed against all that
was non japanese in christianity pushing aside the liberal and
well intentioned elements within the japanese christian move-
ments they sought to pervert it to the extreme by insisting that
the purity of shinto was anterior to the appearance of christ
and that christ s message to mankind was nothing but the
judaization of the older and purer way of the gods of japan
when viewed in the light of this background the strange
story of christ at heralherat becomes more understandable reduced
to its proper proportions and divested of some of its mystery
it assumes the negligible role of one more manifestation of a
general trend of chauvinistic perversion

bizarre rumors have persisted that there are hebrew charac-
ters engraved on the back of the sacred mirror of the sun
goddess at the grand shrine at ise this was allegedly first
revealed in the early part of the meiji era by minister of edu-
cation yurel mori he was said to have been a man versed in
five foreign languages including hebrew after inspecting the

bibid2ibidibid ppap 565370365370365570565570365565 370570
221321ibidbidfid p 374
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sacred mirror he declared the characters on it definitely
hebrew but out of this came tragedy when an enraged
nephew of the chief priest of the shrine stabbed yurel mori
to death at his home A japanese student of hebrew affairs
has reportedly concluded that this sacred mirror the most im-
portant imperial treasure in the accession of the japanese
emperors as a material evidence for the preservation of their
throne is an article of jewish origin brought over to japan or
that the ancient emperors of japan being of jewish blood
had the characters of their mother tongue engraved inin the
islands of japan

but in understandable reply mrs yamane has written a
new book in which this strange report of jewish origins for the
japanese imperial family is no longer a mystery wrapped in
an enigma 223 for the truth is that japanese emperor taka
mimusubimimus ubi the tenth in line from the real first and founding
emperor created a new series of hi fu characters and gave
them to the hebrew people as a gift she further declares that
the hebrew language originated amazingly in japan mother
country of the world and hearthstone of civilization this is
all revealed in the 2400 different kinds of ancient characters
inscribed on sacred stones stored away at the new imperial
ancestor s grand shrine koso ko taijinguTaijingu at isoharainohara
originating from the true age of the gods these writings
are prototypes of all characters and writings known to modern
man

surely there must be authentic unretrieved records of an-
tiquity stored away in the lands of asia containing information
on the origins of the people but in all the mystification associ-
ated with the adaimdai moji stone inscriptions kept by the isoharainohara
family of japan I1 have yet to see one that has borne up under
scrutiny the one illustrated in this study which was repre-
sented to me as a relic of ancient times is plainly no more than

2itaitit is titled sekalsekasepa i no seishi authentic history of the world as secreted
long ago in tokyo japan 1964 copies of this completely unrestrained tome
were inscribed and distributed among participants of the tokyo olympics among
other claims yamane pictures a japanese chrysanthemum on the upper facade
of herod s gate in jerusalem which is a reminder that the messiah shall one
day come riding a white horse from the country of mizurahoMizuraho ie japan
jesus is portrayed alongside inscriptions carved in wood blocks of his creation
now in the possession of the takenouchi family beside a portrait of jesus
christ as king of israel this explanatory note is found before his departure
for his native land from his first stay in japan jesus christ was appointed
king of the jewish people and was conferred the sealseat of kingship by em-
peror suininquinin
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a quaint specimen of the korean onmun script which could
date no earlier than the mid fifteenth century when korea s

king sejongdejong first devised that system of writing
in summary then what can be said of the heralherat myth

certainly it would be fascinating to learn the identity of the
foreigner who introduced christianity to the community cen-
turies ago was christ that mysterious foreigner as the legend
claims some speculate that he was but I1 think the evidence

or the lack of it precludes that interpretation did the for-
eigner come by boat was he of the dispersed of judah or
israel this is an interesting possibility since children of
israel have no doubt migrated and settled in japan and their
blood is a component of the japanese race today was he a
catholic priest or missionary was he from a shipwrecked
vessel when did he land there or were the founders of
heralherat village members of a japanese christian community who
fled from the south to aomoriaomortgomori during the time of the persecu-
tion and one which had been deprived for many generations
of leadership even to the extent that the village master a lay-
man filled the void as suggested by the prayer tablets found in
the kaikurakaikara shrine

in any event basic answers to the mystery no doubt lie
somewhere along this line of investigation the sources of the
heralherat legend if not entirely the product of forgers of the
twentieth century may have predated the arrival of the first
catholic missionaries in the sixteenth century the scriptures
certainly allow that possibility yet the general outline of the
legend and some carried over customs as practiced in heralherat
today make this highly unlikely perhaps the most meaningful
thing that can be said about the heralherat legend is that ftit may
be unique only to the extent that it has today assumed such
fantastic proportions otherwise it should be regarded as an-
other example of the struggle of japanese nativists to preserve
the way of the gods from external assault
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HUGH B BROWN

other missionaries went into the south pacific islands
they went to hawaii and fiji and to samoa and tonga they
went down into new zealand and australia

and then the lord wanted to establish a branch of the
church in japan and one of the apostles of the church came
here and opened this country for the preaching of the gospel
brother hinckley has told you the mission had to be closed for
a time but a few of the early members of the church stayed
true to the church now there are established in this great
country many branches of the church all over japan and the
church is growing very fast all over the world there are more
than 212 million LDS now in the world I1 have traveled in most
of the countries of the world I1 have heard people bear their
testimonies to the divinity of this work in many languages and
in many countries and I1 am amazed as I1 see what is happening
in the world in the midst of all the turmoil in the world among
the people the church is quietly moving on building up its
forces resisting the adversary teaching correct principles ask-
ing the people to get educated advising them to keep their
bodies and their spirits and souls clean telling the people that
we are reaping the heads for them

now I1 want to tell you people here tonight something that
I1 have not said before some of you who are listening to me to-
night will live to see the day when there will be a japanese man
in the council of the twelve apostles of the church and I1

do not know when it will be I1 will not live to see it but some
of you young people will see it then you will realize that god

hugh B brown first counselor in the presidency of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints delivered this address at the osaka abenoabano chapel
dedication april 1967 A selection is reprinted here from a magnetic tape
transcription with the permission of president brown following the death
of president mckay and the reorganizationreorganizatlon of the first presidency hugh B
brown returned to the quorum of the twelve apostles
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loves the japanese people and you will join with other nations
in forming a great united church all over the world and some
of you japanese people will be among the leaders of the church
I1 feel it in my heart tonight and I1 dare to make this prediction
in the name of the lord

now the people who do not understand our message won-
der why we teach what we teach the remarkable thing is that
what we teach is what the savior taught when he was here
and this work is going to roll forward until it fills the whole
earth I1 give you this as my testimony tonight and you young
people will live to see it we will stop the forces of the adver-
sary and christ himself will come and take command he will
rule and reign in this world for a thousand years they who
are faithful and true will be caught up to meet him in the
clouds of heaven I1 see these times coming

almost I1 could wish that I1 could live to see them but my
work is about done I1 will join with president mckay and
president grant and others and rejoice as we think of the suc-
cess that has come to the japanese people

it isis a wonderful thing to belong to a unified church of
jesus christ it s a wonderful thing to preach the principles of
the gospel of jesus christ it s a wonderful thing to know that
what we teach is the truth and we teach it without charge and
without price the savior said freely ye have received freely
give and as I1 think of the times that are coming to us in thetiietile
future I1 know that a number of these young men here are go-
ing to go on foreign missions in other countries and carry the
message of the gospel to the nations of the world so this little
corner of the garden of the lord s will blossom and bloom and
bear fruit from this area will go messengers to kindred peoples
in many parts of the world

what a wonderful thing it is to know that you belong to
the true church of jesus christ but satan will try you and
tempt you and try to get you to leave the church it is going
to take faith and courage and fortitude to remain faithful to
the truth you must be stoutheartedstout hearted men and women unafraid
of any people without enemiesenemies knowing that you are working
under the command of jesus christ this is a wonderful pros-
pect for you my brothers and sisters and I1 thank god that he
planted the seeds of the gospel here in japan and a few
hardy and courageous folk have stayed with it until now it is
beginning to bear fruit



church beginnings in china

R LANIER BRITSCH

on august 28 and 29 1852 a special conference of the
church was called by president brigham young this meeting
called specifically for the purpose of sending out 108 mission-
aries was an extra meeting in the yearly schedule of church
conferences nine of the 108 missionaries chosen were to go
to india at calcutta four were to go to siam and four were
selected to bgoyo to china the four men chosen to fill missions
to china were hosea stout james lewis walter thompson
and chapman duncan the conference was held early so that
the missionaries could reach their fields with greater ease be-
fore winter although this was primarily a missionary confer-
ence it is remembered today because it was this conference on
august 29 1852 that the church officially announced the doc-
trine of plural marriage 1

it will be remembered that great salt lake city as it was
then called had been founded in the summer of 1847 and a
mere five years had passed since that time yet hosea stout
accepted his call with these words 1 I feel well pleased with
the mission allotted rneme and feel inin the name of my master
to fill it to the honor and glory of god 2

the next two months found the potential missionaries busy
in preparation all of the missionaries met several times with
the leaders of the church and were given instructions and
strengthened inin their testimonies they also discussed problems
that had to do with their missions and made several decisions
among them to travel in wagons and each group to carry its

dr britsch isis assistant professor of history and associate director of asian
studies at briaBrIgbrighamharnhain young university

brigham H roberts A comprehensive Hihistorysrotstor of the church of jesus
christ of latretlatterlatler baydayfay saints salt lake city deseret news press 1930 vol
4 ppap 555655 56

wayne stout hosea stout utahs pioneer statesman salt lake city
1953 p 157
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own food bedding and equipment on october 16 the mis-
sionariessionslonsionariessionslonariesarlesariesarles were set apart and given blessings they reported
that the spirit of the lord was strongly felt on this day and on
the next few days to follow many blessings were given to
the brethren by the presiding authorities of the church 3

the group that left salt lake valley during those days of
late october consisted of thirty eight missionaries called to
calcutta india siam the sandwich islands china and aus-
tralia all of the groups gathered at peteetnotPeteetnot creek payson
utah on october 24 and organized the camp hosea stout was
made captain nathanial vary jones chaplain burr frost ser-
geant0aerntaeant of the guard and amos milton musser clerk of the
company As they renewed their journey they followed a route
which lay roughly over the present US highway 91 they trav-
eled by the iron mines near cedar city utah through moun-
tain meadows which a few years later was to be the scene of
the infamous massacre and on down the steep gully to santa
clara creek for sixteen miles the company bumped down the
santa clara on a road amazingly rough and sandy 4 they
moved ever westward on november 12 they were joined by
a group of emigrants going to california to dig gold the
next three days they followed the rio virgin and then began
the ascent to the top of mormon mesa they were a full day
gettingoetting the fourteen wagons up the last steep incline with

twenty men on the lead and four horses behind them with
two men to roll the hind wheels A slight accident might
precipitate wagons and animals into the abyss on either side
of the backbone on which part of the ascent was made
three cheers were given as the last wagon reached the sum-
mit of the precipice inin safety 35

ahead of them now lay the fifty two mile stretch to las vegas
it was during this period of the trip that N V jones became
very ill he did not respond to any of the usual remedies or the
blessing of the elders and it was necessary for the company to
lay over for a couple of days at las vegas inin hope of his re-
covery in two days he improved enough for the group to re-
sume movement three days after leaving las vegas the
company reached cajon pass because the men and animals

amosamo3amobmos milton musser diary journal 1I p 7 mssass inin possession of
burton musser salt lake city utah

ibid p 61
oidwidoyd p 62
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were so exhausted their food was gone and snow had begun
to fall it was a task to make it across the mountain but by
pushing on they were able to get to san bernardino inin the
evening of december 3 1852 G

the elders were happy to see once again a well organized
community of saints san bernardino was a thriving commun-
ity surrounded by many acres of rich and fertile farm land
the people of san bernardino were very kind to them and took
them into their homes fed them and gave them every comfort
they could afford as well as giving money to the missionariesmissionaries
for twelve days the group rested and wrote letters home they
also sold their wagons horses and mules and all else that was
not needed for the journey that lay ahead on december 17
the company moved on toward los angeles and san pedro
where they would embark for san francisco and thence to their
variousvarious fields of labor

the group stayed a night inin los angeles where they were
shocked by the way the lower element lived then moved on
to san pedro where they arrived on the twenty second and
waited for passage to san francisco on december 29 fares
were arranged at 1760176017.6017 60 a person a full 57503750375037.5037 50 less than the
usual fares on steam packets and the brig fremont sailed for
san francisco on the thirtieth with all but two of the mis-
sionaries

mis-
sionariessionslonsionslonariesarlesariesarles aboard musser and several others were able to work
on board to help defray expenses for even at such low fares
the cost for the group was around 700 8

the elders landed inin san francisco on january 9 1853 0

their next problem was raising funds to pay for their passage
to the variousvarious missionsmissions the approximate costs for transporta-
tion to the different missionsmissions were listed as follows

australian mission 1250
calcutta 1800
sandwich islands 1000
china 1000
siam 1200
total 625010562501056.25010

for descriptions of the trip to san bernardino and on to san francisco
inin greater detail see conwayconay B sonne knight of the kingdom the story
of richard ballantyne salt lake city deseret book co 1949 ppap 5769
and karl brooks unpublished thesis BYU the life of amos milton musser
ppap 28332853285528 33

musser jour 1I ppap 282928 29
widibidoisols jour 11II p 9
the alta san francisco january 10 18551853185
musser jour 11II p 16
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in consultation with the san francisco branch of the church
it was decided that because of especially high demands made
recently on the church it would be well if the missionaries
tried to solicit funds from outside the membership so for three
weeks the elders attempted to collect funds but were able to
gather only 150 from non members the remainder of the
needed money was donated by T S williams who gave 500
and john M horner a wealthy member who donated the
difference been between and 111which must have 5000 6000

although the major portion of the missionaries was in
san francisco two of the china bound elders had remained in
san pedro hosea stout one of the men lingered to look for
a horse that he had lost and later made the trip to san
francisco on board a different ship the sea bird which ar-
rived there january 13 1853 walter thompson another of the
hong kong bound elders did not go on to san francisco be-
cause of illness he had been sick on the trip to san bernar-
dino and on to san pedro and because he did not improve he
subsequently returned home to the salt lake valley 12 immedi-
ately upon stout s arrival in san francisco he made contact
withwidi the rest of the company who had arrived a few days
earlier they had rented a house which served as headquarters
until their departures to their various destinations

on january 22 the missionaries received their passports
from washington and were free to secure passage hopefully
on the first ship leaving for china however it took the elders
a long time to arrange for passage to china in fact it was only
after the failure of two different ships to sail that a successful
contract was made finally when the docks were almost empty
passage was found at a cost of 80 per person to hong kong
they left san francisco on march 9 and their voyage to hong
kong lasted forty seven days the bark hoorn dropped anchor
on what the missionaries recorded as the twenty seventh of
april although this date was actually the twenty eighth because
they had passed the international dateline

the missionaries had seen chinese junks for several days
and found the atmosphere quite exciting even before they
landed hosea stout recorded their reception inin hong kong
as follows

ibid see also andrew jensen church chronology salt lake city
deseret book company 1899 p 47

12stostoutut hosea stout p 165
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we had scarcely dropped anchor before the deck was covered
with chineeschineis hiclsiclsic men and women as well as professional
whites who were seeking for an opportunity to make a drive
on the green horns while the china men were seeking em-
ployment and the women were soliciting our washing patron-
age while others came forward to bargain off their profes-
sional sex to the crew and all whom it concerned at the lowest
possible rates which seemed on board to range at about one
dollar each the custom far exceeding the patronage even
at that reduced rate and I1 was informed by those who said
they knew by experience that in the city such services could
be procured for from ten to twenty cents we staid sic
on board 13

the following day elders duncan and stout went ashore
and spent the morning walking about the city they became
acquainted with a mr emeny a ship chandler who gave a
great amount of information concerning the city and offered to
rent them one of his rooms they accepted the offer establish-
ing temporary quarters and for the next few days sought in-
formation concerning conditions in the city and also looked
for someone who will be willing to hear the message we have
to this nation but as yet we find none 14 discouraged because
the cost of rent was too high they had been able to secure
nothing for less than about thirty dollars a month each stout
felt that they had reached their darkest hour fortunately with-
in a day or two after this depressing experience the elders had
befriended a landlord by the name of dudell mr dudell
after listening to the purposes of the missionaries offered free
rent for three months greatly encouraging the three preachers

on may 5 1853 the missionaries moved into their own
apartment located at canton bazaar they had an excellent
suit of rooms on the third story of the building the men hired
a chinese servant at six dollars and fifty cents per month
who does all the duties of cook market man and chamber
maid 151 apparently they were a little embarrassed to have a
servant for hosea stout wrote the following apologyapologz- y

such is the force of custom here that it is far cheaper to
employ one than to do without for we can not purchase inin
the markets if you do you will be cheated in both weight
and measure and shaved in your change

juanitaJfuanita brooks ed on the mormon frontierfrontffont tenierren the diarydrafy of hosea
stout salt lake city universityUn hersity of utah press 1964 vol 2 p 476
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on the evening of may 6 after spending most of the day
indoors because of the oppressive heat the elders held their
first preaching meeting five methodist soldiers who were liv-
ing inin the same building met nightly to study the scriptures
together and to build one another s faith since their minister
was away to canton they invited the mormonscormons to teach them
this they did and apparently the message was well received

two days later another meeting was held in which two
additional investigators were present stout felt that elder
duncan did a good job of preaching he wrote elder duncan
preached and quite boldly declared our principles and by the
way gave the sects a tolerably sever sicsic turn whether or
not our methodist friends could see that their religion was de-
clared false I1 do not know at1171t

on may 11 the first contact was made with chinese people
to whom it should be remembered these missionaries had been
sent the first two chinese to investigate were a pair of curi-
ous christians one was a local tailor the other was a product
of the london missionary society who had spent eight years
in evalandenglandenaland and was well educated although it looked promis-
ing nothing came of the meetings between the missionaries
and their chinese friends

the elders had little encouragement they didndian t seem to
have any contacts or even an approach that permitted them to
make any headway they did experience a momentary lift in
their spirits when they met the acting editor of the china mail
a local paper this man treated the elders kindly and sug-
gested that it would be wise if they would hold their meetings
on the green promising not only to attend but also to pub-
lish the times of the meetings free of charge 18

on saturday may 14 the elders took an announcement to
the china mail to the effect that they would hold a meeting
on the next monday at 5 0 clock pm but it had to be cancelled
because of a rather heavy rainstorm the next day they placed
notices in two newspapers announcing a meeting on the parade
ground on wednesday may 18 at 500 pm the weather per-
mitting this meeting was held as scheduled stout stated in his
diary that

there were about 100 citizens and as many soldiers present
elder lewis spoke on the first principles of the gospel

ibid p 478
ibid p 479
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showing also the difference between our religion and the
sects of the day he delivered a powerful discourse handling
the sects quite uncerimoniouslyunceremoniously sic19sicj19

interest seemed to be manifest and stout said that he felt
that the ice of superstition is broken and a good work will
follow meetings were subsequently held on may 19 and 20
at the latter meeting there were about thirty citizens and 200
soldiers moving inin and out of the group in swarms alt-
hough stout thought duncan was inin his usual good form he
noticed a change of attitude and wrote

it is amusing to see how nice and reserved the people act
with an assumed modesty of a ticklish coquette wanting to
talk but not be seen 20

the cause of this change turned out to be the spreading of
the news in articles that appeared in three newspapers that the
mormonscormons were polygamists

mr dixon one of the newspaper editors gave the elders
some theater tickets while there they had an experience that
merits recording

A few persians some of whom were at our last lecture
were there one of them came to me and introducing him-
self enquired when we would have another lecture I1 inin-
formed him it would be next monday he then spoke to the
rest of his country men inin their own language after which
he said to me that he was telling them that we were the men
who lectured and that we believed inin having more than one
wife and they desired to know more about it we never had
mentioned the subject but it has been humbugedhumbuged today
through the city in consequence of what came out inin the
papers and today the persians have been informed on
the subject by those who are opposed to us which has had
the effect to make them believe we are correct 21

stout closed his diary that day by saying that he was not very
well entertained at the theater

the days draodragdraggedged on and little was accomplished the
elders spent a large percentage of their time indoors because
the weather was too hot and often very rainy most of the
contacts recorded in stout s diary were meetings with various
newspaper editors the editors seem to have been reasonable
men but that did not keep them fromfroni printing derogatory

zwibid
21ibid21ibid ppap 47980479 80
21ikid21ibidibid p 480
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articles that upset the missionaries on may 31 1853 such an
article appeared in the hong kong register with regard to
that article stout wrote

this morning s no of the hong kong register has a
long article showing the necessity of having the mormon
ites indicted for blasphemy and set to picking oakum
and kept on bread and water but the editor replies that
his prescriptions savors too much of the dark ages and
days of thunkbingsthunkbings and recommends for the people to let
us alone 22

their last meeting on the parade ground or green as it
was called was held on may 31 preaching to a group of
about fifty persons the missionariesmissionaries felt that they did a good
job of proving various contending religions wrong but the
crowd did not ask a single question and left almost immediate-
ly future meetings were attempted but the weather caused
problems the elders tried to find ways to enter people s

homes to preach to them but this also proved to be futile
on june 7 stout wrote that he felt that he and his companions
had done all that god or man could require of themthern inin hong0
kong he said we have preached publicly and privately as
long as anyone would hear and often tried when no one would
hear on june 9 stout recorded that they decided that their
labors inin that place should be discontinued 212

stout was disturbed not only by the fact that they were not
able to find interested listeners but also by the fact that they
could not even find overt opposition he found that

no one will give heed to what we say neither does anyone
manifest any opposition or interest but treats us with the
utmost civility conversing freely on all subjects except the
pure principles of the gospel when we approach that they
have universally inin the most polite manner declined by say-
ing that they did not wish to hear anything on that subject
for they are willing to extend the mantle of charity over all
christian believers and ourselves among the rest not doubt-
ing that we were good men and all would be right with all 24

the same day the elders went on board an english ship
the rose of sharronShattonavron and arranged cabin passage to san
francisco the cost being fifty dollars each excluding board

22ibid p 481
ibid21bid p 482
ZW21ibid
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for the next two weeks they were busy clearing up their few
affairs selling their furniture and preparing for their voyage
back to america they bought the necessary supplies to keep
themselves fed and sailed for san francisco on june 22 1853

the mission to china cannot be assessed other than a com-
plete failure and the missionaries were as well aware of this
as any later observer available sources reveal that while in
china the elders were quite well appraised of the situations
as they existed in the country however before arriving in
china they were not very well informed concerning the con-
ditions they would meet there

A serious problem was that of their arrival in hong kong
at a climatically poor time of year hong kong is in tropical
china and lies only 22 degrees north latitude from the equator
there is a long wet summer with excessive humidity and high
temperatures from mid april until mid october during these
months the rains are very heavy varying from six to twelve
inches a month the missionaries arrived in hong kong during
this most oppressive period and elder stout made frequent
reference in his diary to the excessive rains 25 he also mentioned
the heat a number of different times many entries state that
the gospel teachers were forced to stay indoors all or most of
the time because the heat and humidity were too great to work
outside the enthusiasm of the elders was greatly dulled by the
climate

the missionaries realized many of the reasons for their
failure two letters are available that reveal the depth of the
elders understanding of the situation in which they were
working the first of these letters dated may 16 1853 was
sent to president brigham young and is very revealing in that
it contains information concerning the T ai ping rebellion the
general cultural situation and problems relating to the chinese
language the second one also to brigham young was written
august 23 1853 from san francisco after the elders had re-
turned there

probably the greatest disappointment the elders faced was
that there were so few europeans in hong kong according
to their count there verewere around 250 european civilians in

there are thirteen different entries concerning the rains most of them
come during the latter part of may and throughout june in most cases the
rains werenvere mentioned because they caused cancellation of scheduled meetings
and appointments
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hong kong plus between one and two thousand soldiers
stout wrote concerning this problem

here we find a people situated differently from others we
have seen and less likely to receive the gospel there are
no common or middle class inhabitants here there are few
whites and these are merchants traders all deeply engrossed
inin business 212

when stout wrote his second letter from san francisco hebe
stated that the europeans were the would be naborsnabobs of the
world and further noted that

this class we found almost unapproachable on account of
their wealth and popularity and look with contempt upon
all who are not of the same grade with themselves also a
few lawyers doctors and a small sprinkling of missionariesmissionaries
also of the upper circles luxuriating upon the proceeds of
the cent societies at home and the miseries of the people
inin that region 27

after the first and seemingly easiest approach of teaching
the gospel to the europeans had been closed the next alterna-
tive was to turn to the native chinese unfortunately not many
chinese knew english and the elders knew no chinese this
problem ultimately came down to one of money for it would
have cost 500030.003000 a month for a language teacher furthermore
most of the chinese who knew english worked either for the
government or for missionaries of other faiths the elders
seem to have had a fair understanding of the magnitude of the
problem for stout wrote the following

china is divided into many provinces each province having
a different dialect not understood by the others their writ-
ten language isis uniform and understood by all having dif-
ferent sounds to the same character but the same meaning
their words are monosyllables and are represented by com-
plex characters except inin compound words which have a
character for each syllable there are different meanings to
the same sound distinguished by intonations of the voice
as in music these are divided into nasal gutterallutteralgutteral liquid
long and short sounds which are blended together and com-
pounded ad infinitumfhiitumm making the language very difficult
to learn and utterly impossible without a teacher these are
the general principles so far as I1 can understand them 228211

2sasstouttout hosea stout ppap 17071170 71
deseret news dec 22 1853
stout hosea stout p 172
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stout is not correct on all of the details and intricacies of the
language but it is clear that he had a good idea of the prob-
lems of learning the language although the elders knew that
they had to learn the language if they were to teach the gospel
in china they did not know how to accomplish this task in
addition to the language problem they found the variations in
the class structure among the chinese to be a problem

within six weeks of their arrival in hong kong the elders
realized that they were not going to succeed to the general
observer it may not be clear why they did not turn to another
port or go inland the answer is that the mainland of china
was at this time seized in a great revolution the T ai ping
rebellion this partially religiously motivated uprising had
started in july 1851 it lasted until 1864 and the mormon
elders arrived in china in april 1853 the time of some of the
greatest successes of the rebel army during one period or an-
other the movement engulfed a great portion of china and
allegedly a total of twenty million people died in its battles
and the resulting famines 3112112

the report that stout rendered concerning the rebellion is
significant enough to warrant a long quotation

concerning the rebellion in china the present reigning
tartar30Tartar3010 dynasty usurped the government about 270 years
ago 31 since that time the nation has been ruled by these
tyrants they require the subject peoples to shave their heads
and wear tails in token of submission 32 they impose many
other customs and requirements repugnant to the conquered

the movement first emerged in the province of kwangsiKwangsi the founder
hung hsiu ch uan 181418641814 1864 and his chief collaborators were hakkashaikas that
is members of a distinct linguistic group descended from north chinese
migrants hung was not only a mystic but was also a frustrated scholar who
had failed more than once in the canton civil service examinations he had
a religious experience that convinced him that he was actually a messiah a
concept he picked up from christianity just two months before the elders
arrived in hong kong the T ai pings had captured nanking the number two
city of the emplempiempirere

actually called the manchu dynasty or ching dynasty it was common
at the time of stout s writing to refer to the manchusdanchus as tartarsdartarsTartars

the date of the establishment of the ching dynasty was 1636 the man
who is given credit for establishing this new dynasty was abahaiabaham the son of
nurhachi the architect of the manchu movement stout s date is off fifty three
years

this was the requirement of wearing a queue or long braid the tai
pings refused to do this and wore long hair thus the title longhair was
given them the manchusdanchus made a number of exactions of this nature upon the
chinese people they did not wish to become part of the chinese culture
their fear was that if they lost their identity they would be absorbed and thus
lose their position of power
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the leader of the rebellion against the tartarsdartars is a descen-
dent of the deposed royal family 33 and shows possibilities
of defeating the tartarsdartarsTartars he declares himself directly com-
missioned by heaven to drive the usurping tartarsdartars out of
the realm he will then proclaim peace and safety to all
chinese as soon as they submit to his rule 34 he gives no
quarter to tartarsdartarsTartars putting to death all who fall into his
power he has offered a reward for the head of the man-
darins and other tartar rulers the latest news isis the rebels
have taken nanking and are preparing to march against pek-
ing if successful in taking peking the emperor would if
he escapes seek safety over the big wall while the country
would come under the ancient rulers the rebel has the sym-
pathy of the nation he has established a well regulated gov-
ernment in all the conquered provinces allowed the people
to wear long hair without tails which is considered a good
stroke of policy there are however so many contradictory
rumors afloat that it is difficult to tell what is the true state
of affairs 35

there are a number of inaccuracies in stout s report but for
the most part he seems to have been well informed he was
aware of the impossibility of traveling elsewhere in china

the voyage home to san francisco was a long one requir-
ing sixty two days the winds were contrary and at times the
ship sat in a doldrum the arrival of the elders in san fran-
cisco on august 22 1853 ended the efforts of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints in china until 1949

there is no historical basis for this statement
hung the founder proclaimed his new dynasty to be the heavenly

kingdom of great peace T ai ping tien kuo thus the name for the re-
bellion hung took the title of tienyien wang or heavenly king he actually
considered himself the brother of jesus christ the best study in english
of the religious aspects of the movement is eugene P boardman christian
influence upon the theology of the taiping rebellion madison university
of wisconsin press 1952

stout hosea stout ppap 17172171 72



some problems of
translating mormon thought
into chinese

ROBERT j MORRIS

it was gordon B hinckley who once told a group of mis-
sionariession aries inin taiwan never to forget their chinese for the
church would need at least twenty mission presidents when it
finally spreads across the china mainland hopefully the fu-
ture will see the gospel going to all of china after its period
of tutelage in taiwan and honohong kong it is essential that we
lay a good foundation now 1 and one of the most significant
challenges of that future is the translation of mormon thought
into chinese

since one of the greatest missionary tools anywhere is the
book of mormon I1 would like to examine some of the trans-
lation problems in relation to it and suggest some possible solu-
tions A thought on the importance of religious writing from
an early christian writer on china the reverend john darrock
seems pertinent to us even now

christianity has from its inception owed its progress to the
pen all the great religious systems of china have been
built on the foundation of the literature which they created

confucianism and literature have been synonymous
terms inin china for twenty centuries but since christian
literature has become generally known a new sun has arisen
on the horizon of the literati 2

affaafflaffiliatedliatedlisted wwithth the asian studies program at brigham young university
mr morris is working toward a bachelor s degree in asian studies and chinese
language he has published articles and fiction in a variety of journals and
magazines with particular emphasis inn the field of chinese literature

dialogue A journal of mormon thought volume 4 number 1 spring
1969 ppap 415041 50

the reverend john darrock in gilbert mclntoshmcintosh records china
centenary mam1missionaryflonaryslonary conference shanghai 1907 methodist publishing house
in the section christian literature
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the ideas and opinions that follow are my own and they
are more or less a thought workbook a casebook of questions
that have served as catalysts to my own thinking they are of-
fered here with the hope that they may give rise to new ideas
and further areas of study 3

translating any thought expressed in one language into an-
other language is not a mechanical process if it is to be of any
real value translation is rather a thoughtful understanding of
the initial expression and a very careful attempt to express that
thought in the target language this concept points out four
significant thoughts encountered in translating the book of
mormon into chinese

1 the first edition of any scripture sets the basic tone which
readers come to expect and associate with that scripture
and this makes subsequent major changes difficult

2 the doctrine that there isis none other name given under
heaven save it be this jesus christ whereby man can be
saved must be clearly understood

3 the translated book of mormon warnings against civil
war pertain to all mankind

4 the two concepts of taking away and apostasy and
divine authority are essential to the chinese saints
understanding and acceptance of the translated book of
mormon

to begin with we need an overview of the translating
work we take a keynote thought from another early christian
writer

the truth is that very few men are really qualified for this
work in scholarship thorough knowledge of the chinese
language ability to work with others and freedom from
theological hobbieshobbles 4

confucius spoke of doing some things as being like negotia-
ting a deep abyss or like treading on thin ice 5 and certainly
anyone who consents to translate an important book into his
language especially if that book is a scripture is walking on a
thin shell of ice above a lake of criticism everybody has his
own ideas about the translation but one thing is sure nobody
agrees with the translator

seeee my short story A novitiate for hu chan in wye magazine fall
1968 ppap 484 8 published at brigham young university the youth in taiwan
and hong kong are typical only inin being untypical hybridism isis the norm
these days church membership likewise intensifies this in relation to chinese
culture

thehe reverend A P parker D D shanghai china centenary missionary
conference op cit discussing committee translation of scripture

the canon of filial piety
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scriptural criticism in taiwan begins with the bible chris-
tians say its language is too high the old and new testa-
ments in general are very faithful to the hebrew and greek
texts the new testament part uses the westcott and hort

texts 6 the wording is quasi classical being specifically a
mixture of modern and coined terms couched in classical forms
and that is confusing to some one father told me in taipei
you want something to give your son when hebe s ordained a

deacon for commemoration and boys and classics don t mixmix 7

in this context the reverend parker writing in 1907 listed
three pitfalls which bible translators encountered and perhaps
we can apply these to the mormon translator as well today

1 literalism foreignizingforeignizing and obscuring by adhering too
closely to the original text

2 confucianizingConfucian izing using classical words and clauses
3 interpretation putting explanation in the text instead of

exact rendering 8

and it is in discussing these points too that most criticism
of the chinese book of mormon comes in it reads like a
thesis said one american a former missionary working on
his chinese literature phd at the university of taiwan it
is dry dull uninteresting it does not give you a little thrill
when you come to passages that move you in english not only
is it important to know that the lord said something but that
he said it well to many people the lord s command of
chinese in the bible and book of mormon has been less than
adequate

one reason is transliteration chinese proper names have
usually three at the most four characters my own name
even though a double surname still has only three characters
ssu tu I11 but a quick glance at the names in the book of mor-
mon and bible will show that they do not follow chinese style
and this is a rub to a lot of people A few names will illustrate
li hazhaihal lehi ni fetfezfelfei nephi yeh su chi tu jesus
christ suibshih mim1ma yueh se joseph smith

from an aerogram to me from the bible societies in taiwan PO box
3401 taipeitaipe april 24 1968 by the secretary mr lai pingying tung see their
book A chinese christian history chung kuo chi tu chiao shih pub-
lished in taipeitape

see my article in voice of the saints volume 8 number 2 may 1966
hong kong ppap 373837 38 for a discussion of the youth in the church in taiwan

see william J boone DD defense of an essay canton the chinese
repository 1850 170 ppap this is a rebuttal to james legge on the term
problem how to translate god into chinese
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this general question was treated by yu kuang chu chair-
man of the program of asian studies at skidmore college
new york when he said

this pictorial quality of chinese characters led fenollosa
writing at the turn of the century to assert that it added
greatly to the visual imagery of chinese poetry it was alleged
that when a chinese reader saw the character for moon
he got not only the idea of moon but actually saw a crescent
moon this view has been discredited now for it is simply
not true most of the pictorial characters have changed their
forms so drastically that they no longer are pictures the
chinese reader simply takes each character as a convention-
alized symbol of an idea however it remains true that the
chinese treat the written character as an artistic design 9

with this in mind then many of us suggest that translitera-
tion of names be done by using not any characters at ran-
dom but more selectively to connote ideas lehi and nephi
should have the same family surname when their names are
broken down into syllabic characters words with good con-
notations should be used for the good guys and vice versa

A more subtle problem is that of timbre every writer knows
what timbre is but he can t articulate it for others or effectively
teach it 010O it is the feel and the feeling one gets overall when
reading or writing a creative piece of work it is the spirit of
the writing the essence it is what tingles your spine when you
read doctrine and covenants 121 or what sobers you in ec-
clesiastesclesiastes or rings with the clarity of a tuning fork in john
it is the poetry of prose but poetry is what is lost in trans-
lation said robert frost so how does the translator give a
tingle to the chinese at the same place and for the same reason
as the english can he indeed he must try he is translating
a culture a faith a background and an ideology besides his
text he must be intimate with them all 11

from an article interplay between language and thought in chinese
originally in topic A journal of the liberal afisartsatis at washington and jefferson
college the book cited is ernest fenollosa the chinese writtenIVfittenritten character As
a medium for poetry ezra pound ed city lights books san francisco
1968 ppap 404540 45 1I disagree with yu kuang chu that what fenollosa says is
wrong or discredited it is not

pearl S buck A bridge for passing cardinal new york 1963 pbab
184 ppap A lucid insight into how a writer s mind works when writing

marcellus S snow translating mormon thought in dialogue A
journal of mormon thought volume 2 number 2 summer 1967 ppap 496249 62
see also alfred north whitehead the dimsaimsalmsdimp of education chapter two deal-
ing with that elusive thing called style
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there are places where the oriental translator will be
tempted to read more into a text than is actually there be-
cause it is more familiar to him than say to joseph smith he
will come to the funeral wallers in 3 nephi 823 or the bed
mats in mark 291129 11 and will recognize something oriental
there and so emphasize it his reading about the mormon fam-
ily will have a familiar spirit to him from the dust of millenia
of chinese family ism so his job isis one of balancer standing
between several cultures and many counselors 12

the chinese doctrine and covenants and pearl of great
price have not yet been printed although they have been trans-
lated the book of mormon was first issued in hong kong
in january 1966 and each succeeding edition has seen many
corrections in wording and concept clarifying the wordings in
some instances as translator hu wei I1 told me in an inter-
view 13 he calls them purely translation changes not doctrine
changes

originally he expected much feedback from readers of the
first editions to help him in correcting errors but chinese re-
straint interfered in this desire and the readers remained silent
so what changes have come about have resulted from mission-
ary comments and general grapevinegrape vine gleanings the chinese
bible has been of little help in this endeavor as the king
james was to joseph smith because it is too often a bad trans-
lation 14

impinging upon the methods of translation are several cur-
rent eddies of thought in chinese literary circles about the
writing system itself it began really with the pai hua move-
ment and its major proponent hu shih six decades ago which
was to write in the vernacular instead of stilted classical
usages 1 many scholars in taiwan and hong kong now want
to drop the whole system of characters and adopt a phonetic
system such as korea s and japan s they have been suppressed
by the taiwan government s restore chinese culture line

parker op atct each might borrow from the other and we might hope
for a versiversionon as the result which would hit the golden mean

in voice of the saints volume 8 number 3 july 1966 ppap 353835 38 this
article is the only extant history of the translation of the chinese book of
mormon other than cursory notes inn the missmissionon histories

romans 1ilg116iliillllall616 isis a good example the chinese version leaves out the
word christ inn the first clause entirely

see hu shih hu salbshih hsijanhsiianhsfian chi selected writings of hu shih
world book company taipei 55 163 ppap see also yale university s study

texts of the new simplified characters for their far eastern publications divi-
sion the peoples daliydailydally newspaper in peking uses this method
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however the chinese communists have made an attempt to
simplify the written characters and in taiwan a system of
phonetic symbols for sounding

Z
out characters has been used

but these have proved limited
the whole problem is enough to make one wish with

bodhidarniabodhidarma10Bodhi darnia that a man s religion was not in relying on
words or letters it was the chinese poet tu fu who explained
that he wrote so that the least of peasant women could under-
stand him 17 translated scripture also needs to speak to all
levels

the relation between church and language in china is as
close as that of the people and the earth language isis a cult
worshippedworshipped for its own intrinsic value and place inin society it
lives with the people and determines much of life like lands
and crops it would be by inference one of paul tillich s ulti-
mate issues and values from which and with which religionb
for them deals and the two must coexist 18

A few valuable though scarce helps on grammar and clarity
have come from book of mormon readers in sinimbinim perhaps
marginal or center page notes could be used here as in the
bible to show where the translation has been bent a little to
make it mean all it should and to explain linguistically contro-
versial parts for example no one we know of can yet translate
and it came to pass the expletive throws everybody per-

haps a paragraph inin the table of contents could explain it at
length and then an asterisk replace it wherever it occurs there-
after

some trials could be made to see if the entire book trans-
lates back into english as it should for example the transla-
tion of baptism which isis the term aslhsihsl li11 has been in use since
the first translations of the bible and we have adopted it but
it isis most definitely wrong literally it means the washingb
rite and of course this gives no distinction from other scrip-
tural ordinances which are called washings and annointings

see ananda K coomaraswamy buddha and fhethe gospel of buddhism
harper new york 1916 ppap 255258253258255253 258

see robert payne editor the white117hl le pony an anthology of chinese
peylpoetry mentor new york 1947 ppap 182186182 186 also cyril birch editor
awhologjanthology of chinese literature grove new york 1967 ppap 235241235 241

louislouslouls Mmidgleydgleyadgley religion and ultlulalultimatemate concern dialogue A journal
of mormon thought volume 1 number 2 ppap 557155 71 discussing tillich s
famous ddictumctumcaum that whatever concerns a man ultimately becomes god for
himhlinhlib ththisis isis a key concept for a translator who must remember which gods
helielleile is translating
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1I would suggest a term such as chin hsi immersionimmersion washing
for example

in addition to the problem of mistranslation there isis the
subtler problem of PARTIAL translation 19 for example we
take the passage for man isis spirit 20 that isis true as far as
it goes but it isis only a partial idea that needs the rest of the
idea to make it comprehensible inin context according to nephi
and hugh nibley the most fatal defect that can occur inin the
transmission of scripture isis deletion not so much actual false
doctrine what isis there remainsremains basically true as far as it goes
but it suffers from default little isis altered some isis just left
out if the basic set of ideas and sentences isis there totally then
internal problems of translation are minorminor flaws inin the body
politic it can still function but when problems of both kinds
occur simultaneously there isis bound to be troubletrouble21troubie21 so the
translator wanders from one hesitation to another

perhaps 1970 mormonism isis no more jewish jesus than
chinese buddhism isis indian gautama but it isis the role of
the book of mormon to delineate what areas of the former
can and cannot be adapted indigenously 222 therefore some
have argued that the translation must not make major changes
once the first edition isis out

in 1966 1I asked marion D hanks why the church had
been inin the chinese mission for a decade without a book of
mormon in substance he said we had not had anyone inin the
church of sufficient spiritual expertise to translate it well
enough we could have hired it done but it would have lacked
the spirit that only a faithful member transtranslatorI1ator can give it

so I1 began to envisionenvision the translator as something more than
the arm of flesh and to realize how much depended on his
english his chinese his method his linguistics and his per-
sonal spirituality

see 1 nephi 1513 also hugh nibleynible since cumorah deseret salt lake
city 1967 451 ppap specifically page 169

doctrine and covenantsCoenants 93339535955593 33
snibleynibley2nibley op atcitcirclr p 31 also doctrine and covenants 91 also jessie G

lutz editor christianChi istian missions in chilchimchina evangelists of whaswhat heath
boston 1966 108 ppap also GW sheppard the problem of translating
god into chinese the bible translator volume 6 number 1 january
1955 ppap 2323023302530255025030 also TH darlow and HF moule MA historicalstocalHi
catalogue of the printedpunted editions of the holy scriptures volume 2 ppap
181254181 254 kraus new york 1963

2seeaseesee my short story A patronym for hu chan inin the improtiimproiimprovementement
etaerali a volume 72 number 9 september 1969 ppap 283028 30
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another problem of the chinese translator is word borrow
ing since the prophets overlap and quote each other them-
selves it is reasoned legitimate for a translator to borrow
phrases from confucius and menciuscencius if such borrowing con-
tributes to the translation s likening of all scriptures unto
ourselves 223 often a book of mormon writer will add the
phrase which by interpretation is to explain a word he
knows we will not understand as in the case of deseret 24

this may suggest a way to get around the transliteration pro-
blem already discussed it may work as well as interpolating
notes into the body of the work this would be at least one
step in making accuracy a little less subjective

but a chinese reader is in trouble with the book of mor-
mon even before he opens the cover because of the name of
the book all other churches in china use one of their central
concepts as their popular appellation taoism which means
wayism foism or buddhaismBUDDHAism but mo men the trans-
literation of mormon means literally rub door that is
not even a cogent concept at least to joseph smith mormon
meant a good man the english word more combined
with the egyptian word mon or good even to his enemies
it meant the guys that believe in that gold bible but to the
chinese it means nothing does this make a difference some-
times enemies of the church substitute another mo for ours
and that one means devil speaking english I1 am happy
when someone calls me a mormon he is calling me a good
man not so in china 2325

I1 would suggest in this case that the concept mormon doesndoean t
have to sound like mormon the navajo people use the
word gaamaliiGaamalii to mean mormon we could go and do like-

l211 nephi 1923
etherethen 23

25byby extension nibley op atcitcirclr ppap 128 et al also ppap 151 and 164
see also james E talmage the articles of faith deseret salt lake city
ppap 237 ff also william theodore debary editor sources of chinese trad-
ition houghton new york 1932 870 ppap editorial notes a good source
also vincent cronin the wifewise man from the west dutton new york
1955 300 ppap also christopher dawson MImissionaslonsslon to asia harper new york
1955 ppap 2278227 8 233 also arthur F wright studies in chinese thought
chicago 1953 ppap 10 lal41416lal6 232303232 303 also H grant heaton comments

on translation work in chinese unpublished january 31 1963 ppap 9ff9tfaff
also tun jou ku notes on the chinese version of the bible the bible
translator volume 8 number 4 october 1957 ppap 160165160 165
some general ideas concerning this process in time are presented inin the follow-
ing

AH jowett murray A review of liilidlil chen chung s revised draft of the
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wise if a translator cannot be a master of reformed egyptian
perhaps all we can expect is that he be expert in the english
idiom and the american culture which produced the book of
mormon because when you buy a king james bible you get
two things the gospel of jesus christ and an english literary
masterpiece would it be wrong or unscriptural to expect a
translation to improve on the poetry and wording of the ori-
ginal certainly in the case of the book of mormon it would
not

the western reader has a plethora of materials related in
context and background to the book of mormon scrolls
exegeses tradition more than enough the oriental trans-
lator is left singularly alone to his imagination and own de-
vices and secondhandsecond hand gleanings from these western materials
which are themselves foreign to him 2021 so it was in the days of
the first china missionaries centuries ago like matteo ricci

biographers say that matteo ricci the great jesuit ultimate-
ly was a sad man it was he who did all the work who suf-
fered all the pain who gave all of himself and got nothing in
return china just didndian t care 227 for china already hadbad a work-
able system of religious and quasi religious forms and norms
and to make matters worse ricci faced what we have called
the rites controversy 2 this centered in the question of
whether or not a chinese christian could burn incense worship
his ancestors observe traditional holidays and generally do the
outward actions which made him religiously chinese ricci said

229 and ffargar firecrackers in mass theyes went so ar as to use pope
said no and by appealing to him the jesuits offended the son
of heaven the emperor

the son of heaven is dead but the rites controversy still
shuffles around the chinese church made even more sensitive

new translation of the new testament in chinese the bible translator
volume 4 number 4 october 1953 ppap 165167165 167

robert kramers on lilliilidlih chen chung s new testament translation
the bible translator volume 5 number 4 october 1954 ppap 184190184 190

don hicken the church in asia dialogue A journal of mormon
thought volume 3 number 1 spring 1968 ppap 134142134 142

ralph covell bible translation inin the asian setting the bible transl-
ator volume 15 1964 ppap 132142132 142

hilllwilllwilliamam tyndale said the bible should speak the language of the
people

27cronin27cronin op cit
21 columba21columba cary elwes china and the cross kennedy new york 1956
he based his decision on a section inin the doctrine of the mean where

king wu and duke chou were said to have served the dead as they would
have served them had they been living which is the summit of filial piety
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by the restore chinese culture line where nothing worth-
while from the past may be sacrificed on the altar of moder-
nity nor compromised with the religion of foreign devils
every missionary green bean or old head gets the question
sooner or later and no paddy bottom was ever stickier

more and more missionaries have come to realize that their
one answer to this problem is the book of mormon not its
particular scriptures in chapter and verse but its general timbre
and spirit here is the tool that teaches a chinese person the
one supreme fact that he must know on an internal level if he
is to understand the position of the restoration that which is
good comes from christ and that which is bad comes from
satan and nothing else really matters if uppermost in his heart
is the knowledge that there is none other name given under
heaven save it be this jesus christ whereby man can be
saved nor ancestors nor buddha nor anyone else 30

the book of mormon has had amazing acceptance among
the church and even the chinese citizenry in general in taiwan
and hong kong everybody chinese loves scriptures and these
people are eclectic if one scripture is good more are better
they welcome the monolith of multilithmultilith and like it all down in
print just for the record if brigham young wanted to sing the
gospel into the saints the chinese want to read it in and in
reading it many of them hear its voice making statements sali-
ent enough and right enough about their aspects of asian poli-
tics to warrant close attention

taking issue with chiang kai shek that the chinese civil
war ended in 1949 and calling down the united formosansFormo sans for
wishing to propagate a new one inin 1970 we see some problems
deriving from the two china situation which affect the
church all war is civil 31 since all people are children of god
literally and the problem for the church is that many branches
have leadership people from both sides taiwanese main-
lander from this province or that

so inin an essential workadaywork a day level this book of mormon
bridge has warnings against civil war which pertain to all
mankind nothing occupies so much space in that volume as
that subject and nothing commands so much rapt attention in
the chinese mission as we attempt to translate our church

2 nephi 2520
see my short story to be published in the spring 1970 wye magazine

A place of very gentle ghosts
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there so the missionaries have used it to interpret the core
meanings of mormonism it logically ought to have provided
too and has to an extent a real means for the foreign mission-
ariesariesarles who carry it to interpret the chinese linguistically and
gather from their comparisons of it with english some cogent
ideas of how the chinese think of the terms and ideas the
missionaries toss around as cliches of faith

it should have provided on both sides a lessening of rhetoric
about the gospel and a deepened knowledge of it 3212 this is like
paul s meaning when paul had only the old testament and
personal experience with which to preach he went to all kinds
of people foreign to himself and developed a philosophy like
this

I1 made myself servant unto all that I1 might gain the
more and unto the jews I1 became as a jew that I1 might
gain the jews to them that are under the law as under the
the law that I1 might gain them that are under the law
and this I1 do for the gospel s sake that I1 might be par-
taker thereof with you

this is how paul bridged the culture gap he being a foreign
missionary and localized his presentation of the gospel to
make it indigenous wherever he went but in the process of
indigenization the translating of scriptures poses a serious
problem the pervading thought among english speaking mor-
mon scriptoriansscriptorians is that sincesince the book of mormon was spared
the greek or roman philosophical corruption which came to

12ch en shih hsiang chinese poetics and zenismzemsmlenism also R P kramers
on being polite inin chinese the bible translatorTrans lalor volume 14 number 4

october 1963 ppap 165173165 173 also G henry waterman report on the formosa
translators conventioncontention the bible translator volume 8 1957 ppap 323432 34 1I
suggest that our church translators participate in such conferences we could
derivedeme much and contribute much see also john whitehorn some language
problems of formosa the bible translator volume 7 1956 ppap 172117 21

1 I corinthians 91923919gig9 19 23
doctrine and covenants 10524105 24 spencer J palmer korea and christian-

ity hollymhollamHol lym seoul 1967 174 ppap also in hah jung editor the feel of
korea hollymhollamHol lym seoul 1966 ppap 688168 81 by palmer on korean american
relations Proprobemsproblemsbems inin the contemporary dialogue by studying the church inin
countries other than chichinana we form a trltntri angulation to understand our investi-
gationatlon of chichinana better doctrine and covenants 1301 30 also JL swellengrebel

leprosy aidand the bible the bible translator volume 11 number 1

january 1960 ppap 698069 80
see my article inin voice of the saints hong kong december 1965 ppap

373837 38 also V R burkhardt chinese creeds and customs book world
taipei 1958 3 volsoisvoisols each indexed also ETC werner A dictionary of
chinese mythology fa chu fafatiti taipei 5533 627 ppap

the canon of filial piety hsiaoHSJOO ching speaks of shen ming which
almost every commentary gives as spiritual intelintelligencesI1 igencesigences I1 am inclined to
agree
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the bible it is a pure book however when we translate this
pure book into chinese we must inculcate into it taoist and

buddhist thoughts to name two of many because of the
words we are forced to use and so now we have two books of
impure scripture instead of one for example the word current-
ly being used for exaltation chaoch ao sheng is an old buddhist
term the first verse of john in the beginning was the
word uses tao for word the very name of taoism
this translation is eminently right but it still produces con-
fusion

indeed for mormon readers how jesus speaks to his pro-
phets in 3 nephi is how jesus speaks but what conditions his
language and the language of the writer recording his lan-
guage and the language of the translator does the lord
come out talking like a phi beta kappa or a steelworker that
is the decision and ultimately the responsibility of the trans-
lator made for him by his culture he interpolates mood into
his work constantly being human

As the book of mormon comes to grips with chinese by
means of our own study and dialogue between the two we
hope it will help to cut away a lot of theological fat and rhet-
oricoric and get down to laws irrevocably decreed the meat of the
gospel 153 it asks only one question and gives only one answer
what will we do to be saved and to be saved the understand-
ing of two elements is essential without which there is no use
having the church in china the concepts of taking away 11

and apostasy and divine authority are basic elements in trans-
lated LDS scripture in order to accept that 11 none other name
given inin the book of mormon as the source of personal salva-
tion the chinese must accept and understand the concepts of
apostasy and restored authority this is essential for lending
credence to the counsel principles and fulnessfalness of the gospel
of jesus christ as contained within the pages of the book
of mormon

first the doctrine of authority must come through not in
just the limited sense of the ecclesiastical authority or priest-
hood but on a universal level as the divine eternal authority
with which god commands all of his organized elements

doctrine and covenants 1502013020 helaman 551 et al nibley cumorah
p 127 reischauer and fairbank east asia the great tradition ppap 31 ff
91 77 the weight of tradition iss as heavy as ththisIs famous book Isis expensive
also david 0 mckay gospel ideals p 442 on iconoclasm also J hudson
taylor A retrospect moody chicago 159 ppap
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asking subjection and obedience by love as in the doctrine and
covenants see section 84 secondly the doctrine of apostasy
or taking away if you will is not just the great christian
apostasy but is all deviation in all history not from ortho-
doxy alone but from simplicity science art prayer democ-
racy freedom and truth 36

in almost all other aspects save these two it is not wrong
to say that all the churches christian and non christian are
alike they all teach men to do good though not all command
enough faith to get men to be doers as joseph smith pointed
out in his sixth lecture on faith for that reason for the chi-
nese there is no virtue in a foreign religion buddhism has just
as good ethics as mormonism plus it has all the accompanying
hocus pocus that is really more chineseychineseryChinesey but it does not have
these two concepts which render mormonism unique and the
book of mormon is essential to their elucidation because
we are not in china to create a mormon community just to
establish the church of jesus christ

times and seasons have changed in china and almost any
preconception about china is wrong somewhere there are
levels of china a foreigner can never understand but if I1 may
suggest for contemplation one thought supreme in this writing
it is this to be sure the kingdom of god is in you and the
still small voice is still a linguistic thing but it is only a whis-
per as given in love or sorrow and the fact that this lord who
is not in the whirlwind or the earthquake either is neither
wholly in the bound book covers a multitude of sins 37

really the translating of mormon thought into chinese is
in kind not so much king james version it is more like
enoch s

1 l 3sl nephi 1610 also hugh nibley the idea of the temple in history
a brigham young university extension publication a discussion of the prestige
of the center and other temple meanings

spencer J palmer mormonism A message for all nations an
extension publication june 1965 also joseph fielding smith answers to
gospel questions volume 4 ppap 201207201 207 also gordon B hinckley improve-
ment era volume 67 number 3 march 1964 ppap 166193166 193 luke 1721 also
fred Takastakasakiaklaki the idea of the center printed at brigham young uni-
versity art department 1969



meeting the challenges of the
latter day saints in vietnam

DESMOND L ANDERSON

for millions of people throughout the world vietnam
is the most complex and misunderstood issueissue ever encountered
there are no easy answers it is baffling and frustrating and its
successful resolution requires infinite patience mature judg-
ment and wise statesmanship some of us even dare hope that
it may become that moment in history when mankind finally
realizes that war is an outmoded and ineffectual instrument of
international diplomacy for thousands of latter day saint men
and women who serve here vietnam is also an experience in
apprehension danger temptation and brotherhood their lives
are precious and their service will not be overlooked by the
creator

VIETNAM MEETS THE MORMONS

no one knows for certain how many latter day saints
serve inin vietnam during any one given period of time esti-
mates range from 2000 to 7000 they are scattered across the
length and breadth of south vietnam from the city of hue
and the DMZ in the north through the central highlands
to the extensive rice paddies of the delta region in the south
they are vietnamese chinese korean filipino australian
and european but preponderantly american both men and
women the americans are primarily military personnel but
there are many civilians servinoservingservingb in a variety of capacities

dtdr anderson academic advisorAd isor national instlinselinstitutetute of administration and
national defense college of vietnam US department of state has recently
been appointed speclspealspecialat assistant to the president of the southeast asia mission
with the special call of vivietnamizingVietnametnamiizingzing the church in all vietnam previously
he served for a year and a half in the vietnam southern districtdistrldistalct presidency
former associate dean of the school of public administration at university of
southern california he is an internatlinterninternationallyatlati onallyanally respected authority on political
dynamics and executiveexecuthe administration

186
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for most of these people foreigners in a strange land
church means contact with the familiar the meaningful the
enduring values which have become a major part of their lives
accordingly there are groups and branches of the church or-
ganized throughout vietnam wherever one or more latter day
saints are located

there are three major geographical regions of the church in
vietnam the northern central and southern districts of
vietnam of the southern far east mission which is head-
quartered in hong kong 1

in the vietnam southern district which includes saigon
and the largest number of church members there are twenty
branches and groups each presided over by a president two
counsellorscounsellors and clerk under the direction of the vietnam
southern district presidency and twelve district high council-
men the district is similar to a stake in the built up areas of
zion and the branches and groups are similar to wards A
program of priesthood sunday school relief society MIA
home teaching missionary activities and sacrament meeting
is carried on in some of these branches and groups priesthood
and sacrament meetings home teaching and missionary work
are carried on in all of them

there have been latter day saints in vietnam since the
americans became involved in the 1950 s As they arrived in
increasing numbers appropriate church programs and organi-
zation began to evolve to meet their peculiar and unique needs
over the years occasional baptisms of vietnamese and chinese
have occurred so that today there are approximately fifty viet-
namese and chinese members of the church in vietnam A
genuine concern for the welfare of each member both viet-
namese and foreign prompted the early and continuing under-
taking of home teaching activities

NEW AND UNIQUE HOME TEACHING APPROACH REQUIRED

the uniqueness of vietnam as a beleagured nation has a
special impact on home teaching in a country beset with in-
surgencysurgency for many years surely the citizenry must be both more
weary and more wary than any of us who have come to help

on november 2 1969 at the vietnam southern district quarterly con-
ference the southern far east mission was divided with hong kong remaining
as the headquarters for the new hong kong taiwan mission and singapore
becoming headquarters for the new southeast asia mission which includes
vietnam
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following the major tet offensive in february 1968 with
the resulting restrictions on mobility and the limited curfew
hours the home teaching program in the vietnam southern
district was given a new chalchaichallengelenole which led to a new direc-
tion although most groups and the saigon branch were able to
maintain some contacts with members for several weeks or-
ganized church activities were in disarray vietnamese chinese
and other orientalsorientaleOrientals had their lives threatened by the viet cong
and north vietnamese army if they were seen in the presence
of americans accordingly for several months the welfare of
most vietnamese and other oriental members was unknown
and the welfare of american members was in a continuing
state of jeopardy with the launching of the second offensive
in may and the continuing periodic rocket and mortar attacks
on saigonsaloon0 and other urban areas

the situation was urgent and action imperative thetlletile
normal home teaching program was not effective enough
accordingly on june 2 the district presidency and high coun-
cil adopted recommendations for a new and different home
teachingz program based on what is important here and now

THE NATURE OF HERE AND NOW

abnormal conditions and the unusual nature of service in
vietnam generate differences in behavior which may some-
times become tragic and are often perplexing military men
frequently impressed into service against their own personal
desires are often disposed to condemn the land and location
of their servitude irrespective of where it may be this normal
tendency is compounded when the service is rendered in viet-
nam where they fight an unpopular war which is called

illegal and immoral by a vociferous minority at home
for military men as well as civilians both men and women

the joys and pursuits of a normal life have been interrupted
there is a separation from loved ones and the things which
have become familiar and dear in their lives they are subjected
to the rigors of doing daily even momentarily that which
someone else tells them to do they are exposed to the dangers
of warfare and anxieties are kindled in an environment of
doubt and dissension they never know from one moment to
the next whether they will ever return to the presence of those
people and things whom they love and in which they find
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repose although they may return there is no assurance that
they will continue to be whole and sound of body and mind
and spirit they are cast most of them against their will
into the presence of people who seem to be different whose
language they don t understand and whose customs are strange
for the military men especially like soldiers of all times and
places that place where they are called to serve becomes the
bottom land of all creation but even though they may disdain
the people and the land they become lonely and hungry for
the warmth of human personality

within this setting there are clearly two major temporal
concerns 1 1 danger of physical injury and death from in-
surgencysurgency and 2 infringement of personal chastity

CONCERN FOR PHYSICAL DANGER

for those directly involved in military engagements with
hostile forces the physical danger is obvious for all others
however the viet cong and north vietnamese army maintain
a constantly high harrassmentharrassment level the rocket mortar and
recoilless rifle fire on cities and military bases is seldom if ever
directed at normal military targets there is no doubt a de-
liberate strategy by the VC and NVA to shell the urban areas
somewhat aimlessly thus no one who lives within those
populated areas can ever be confident that liehelleile will not be tar-
geted because his life is of no military significance anxiety is
thus widely diffused among the people every urban resident is
in continuing jeopardy because of such VC and NVA strategy

THE DANGER OF infringement OF PERSONAL CHASTITY

longing for the warmth of human personality is easily
satisfied here person to person friendships fill the void viet-
namese women are quite generally pretty while many of them
reveal an incomparably delicate and fragile beauty and they
are friendly for many of these women there is the simple mu-
tual attractiveness inherent in human nature others reach out
to the opportunity for companionship especially with the many
vietnamese men removed from home on military service still
others yield to the temptation to accumulate a small fortune
to free themselves from their abject poverty and common
to all societies there are the professional and social prostitutes
nor are women of other nationalities notably chinese and
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americans without their own special charms and loneliness
loneliness and charm compensate each other for nearly all
men and women alike the temptation to infringe one s person-
al chastity isis severe

objectives OF THE NEW HOME TEACHING IN VIETNAM

the objectives of the home teaching program in the viet-
nam southern district are basically compatible with objectives
of the home teaching program church wide in addition to a
concern for the spiritual welfare of the members however
home teachers are concerned primarily with two major aspects
both of which are temporal but which have their spiritual
implications physical security and personal chastity this ap-
plies to all members men and women military and civilian
vietnamese and foreign wherein circumstances permit how-
ever because there are so many recently baptized members of
the church inin vietnam especially among the servicemenservicemen the
home teacher gives due consideration to teaching gospel doc-
trine to members assigned to him

because the objectives of home teaching in vietnam have
such immediate and continuing significance all other elements
of the program were devised to maintain constant focus on
those objectives accordingly the bureaucracy of home teaching
has been minimized while contact and reporting have been
simplified in order to emphasize the substance of home teach-
ing namely concern for the physical and spiritual wellbeingwell being
of every member branch and group presidenciespresidencies make every
effort to locate initially and maintain contact with all members
made known to them all such members of groups and branches
are assigned to a home teacher so that there isis 10070100loo coverage
of known members

only completely reliable and responsible brethren are as-
signed as home teachers if necessary to implement this goal
and to make the kind of contacts indicated below priesthood
bearers may be assigned as single teachers with the obvious
requirement that female member assignments are made only to
two man home teaching companions

because of insurgent conditions contacts are made prefer-
ably once every week and as soon as isis humanly possible dur-
ing or following every emergency in no case should anyone
fail to make at least one contact every month with every mem
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ber assigned contacts may be made by letter telephone or
personal visit contacts in meetings are acceptable provided
they are actually made and are not simply visual contacts or
casual greetings initially under existing conditions such home
teateachingchinochine contacts are primarily to ascertain that everything is
all right not necessarily to teach the gospel however as cir-
cumstancescumstances permit gospel doctrine isis taught by the home teach-
er to members assigned him where members are vietnamese
or chinese or filipino or korean or other orientalsOrientorientaleals contacts
of such members are made by other oriental members because
of possible repercussions by VC and NVA unless a causcasianCauscasian
may make such contact without incurring jeopardy

within each group and branch there is sufficient latitude
in the administration of the home teaching program to permit
local leaders to use the most effective means possible the
group or branch presidency may administer the home teaching
program directly they may call a home teaching clerk to per-
form this function or they may assign the function to mel-
chizedekchizedek or aaronic priesthood group leaders

all contacts made are reported once per month by each
home teacher to the home teaching clerk of the branch or
group by letter telephone or orally whichever is most con-
venient and conveys the information most effectively compiled
group and branch reports are submitted to the district presi-
dency once each month in specified form

APPROVAL BY GENERAL authorities
AND NEW MISSION PRESIDENT

the vietnam southern district presidency and high coun-
cil authorized the new program on june 2 1968 but because
the program departs substantially from the one in general use
throughout the church a member of the district presidency
was requested to clear it with the general authorities during
a trip to utah in the latter part of that month accordinglyb
a fews weeks after the adoption of the program it was dis-
cussed with president hugh B brown elder gordon B
hinckley then supervisor of the asian missions of the church
and presently of the servicemen s committee and elder
marion G romney of the home teaching committee elder
romney indicated that the formalized homehorne teaching program
applies to the wards and stakes in the built up areas of zion
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and that whatever we are able to do in vietnam on our own
initiative conconsistentsistentsistena with the gospel is acceptable to the
brethren

W brent hardy then newly assigned president of the
southern far east mission replacing president keith garner
was receiving direction and counsel from the brethren in salt
lake city at the time of this visit he also endorsed the pro-
gram a few weeks after his arrival inin the orient the signifi-
cance attached to this program was emphasized when three of
the district high councilmen were assigned the responsibility
for the home teaching program under the direction of a
counselor inin the vietnam southern district presidency accord-
ingly navy captain louis payne army lieutenant colonel
paul madsen and army major lidge johnson were assigned
the home teaching program as their sole and specific responsi-
bility when visiting the branches and groups

HOME TEACHING applications
although there are many faith promoting incidents occur-

ring daily in vietnam one which illustrates the imperative of
maintaining constant vigilance and care involves a young lat
ter day saint soldier who arrived in the country shortly before
christmas 1967 he experienced the kind of bitterness which
destroys assigned immediately to the field his unit became
involved inin hostile action with the enemy which resulted in
their taking several viet cong prisoners driven by the brutality
of war other men of his unit atrociously cracked the skulls of
the VC with the butts of their rifles and kicked and in other
ways tortured to death all of the prisoners of war they had
taken immediately the young latter day saint broke mentally
and spiritually and lapsed into a coma his entire being suf-
fered severe trauma but he was able to recover satisfactorily
several weeks later surprisingly however he was returned to
the field inin january and again became involved in hostile ac-
tion at dusk one evening he was manning a machine gun
bunker sometime during the night the enemy were engaged
and throughout the night repeated bursts of machine gun fire
from his bunker raked the battlefield As dawn swept away the
darkness he saw before him dead bodies of VC and NVA
strewn across the field agonized by the realization that he had
been the direct cause of their death again he broke the re
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suiting coma and trauma were so severe that his life was en-
dangereddangered army medics did not expect him to recover and
planned for evacuation and long hospitalization brethren from
the cu chi group administered to him and maintained close
and constant vigil through the power of the priesthood he did
recover completely after which he was assigned administrative
duties in the military sometime later he taught the priesthood
lesson in his group and with excellent decorum and depth of
human understanding at the november 1968 conference of the
vietnam southern district he offered the benediction and the
sweetness of his spirit was an inspiration to all of us

not all crises turn out so well the majority of latter day
saints maintain their virtue and sanity while here and are able
to rejuvenate and reactivate many who were inactive at home
but many who were active at home become lost here because of
the severity of the temptations and circumstances and because
we are not able to contact them both civilians and servicemen

inadequacy OF RECORDS

while endeavoring to implement the new home teaching
program we discovered that we are woefully inadequate in
terms of names addresses and current places of assignments
for both LDS servicemen and civilians who are here because
of the inadequacy of records we sought special action by the
presiding bishop s office through the bishops of the church
in providing names of all civilians and servicemen who are in
vietnam it was not possible to honor this request but a map
of the districts in vietnam and the names of district presiden
cies were published in the church news every member of
the church in vietnam through clippings sent from loved ones
or friends at home and through contacts and information avail-
able in the country whenever he encounters any information
on a latter day saint either in the country or coming is ur-
gently requested to submit such information immediately to a
branch or group president to be forwarded to the district presi-
dency in spite of the continuing problems with names and
addresses of members branch and group presidenciespresidencies have been
instructed to maintain high priority on the home teaching
program to insure that the known members are contacted once
per week and as frequently as possible during insurgency and
emergency
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none of us need ever long for the opportunities of our
pioneer forebears the frontier will forever be with us if we
but look for it those of us inin vietnam face a unique challenge
and opportunity equally as demanding of our stamina forti-
tude compassion and service to our fellows as the american
frontier was for our ancestors

the homes to which we have become accustomed as latter
day saints are sanctuaries wherein may be shared heartache
disappointment and shortcoming as well as joys and achieve-
ments it is that sanctuary inin which one finds repose but home
is wherever loved ones are and where they are wanted and
understood

with all the power humility and respect of which we are
capable the district presidency and high council of the viet-
nam southern district have admonished both members and re-
sponsible officers in the branches and groups to assume per-
sonal responsibility for implementing the specially tailored
home teaching program this is surely one of the most sig-
nificantnificant ways enabling the church to better meet the challenges
facing its members in vietnam

most mormonscormons who serve in vietnam have been separated
from those family loved ones and hence from the major bul-
wark in their lives the sanctuary of home fortunately how-
ever they are not here without their capacity to love and be
loved understood wanted the warmth of the gospel and the
power of the priesthood bind them together in joy and heart-
ache in happiness and tribulation the church must provide
the sanctuary of home in vietnam for all non vietnamese
members especially in this challenge no role is more critical
than that of the home teacher our opportunity is to foster that
wholesomeness which helps us to understand the proper place
and relationships of all things

one of the most important things to be placed in proper
perspective is sex there is nothing wrong with sex with its
fresh evanescent natural blossomingblossoming to use justice douglas

apt description 2 there is nothing wrong with atomic energy

we agree with this description taken from a recent supreme court minority
decision but his implied argument and conclusion that sex should be unre-
strained and that restraint is an unnatural and unwholesome intercession are both
faulty inin logic and inconsonant with reality the antidote to his position is not
however the traditional and ultimately faulty charge that sex isis unwholesome
and immoral and thus should be suppressed sex is of divine origin and to that
extent it elevates the physical expression of married love to its highest and
most wholesome level
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either but it doesndoean t belong in a bomb man is both animal and
divine and man s destiny is to develop and direct the animal in-
stincts through the power of his divine capabilities sex is beau-
tiful and exhilarating and uplifting when confined within the
orbit of marriage and family although burgeoning magazine
stands the world over no less in vietnam than elsewhere se-
ductivelyductively try to convince us to the contrary

A major aspect of the concept of the church as a sanctuary
in this country may be expressed in the form of a caveat or cau-
tion if we as home teachers should have any reason to believe
that a member s chastity has been infringed upon it is not only
prudent but imperative that we remember the severityseventy of the
temptation here and the application of the law of repentance
and forgiveness As home teachers we are simply not capable of
judging the complex motivations and ramifications of another
person s life but we are capable of extending a hand of open-
ing our arms of providing sanctuary of encouraging our
brethren to seek the lords help

we need the hope the reassurance and strength of the
gospel principles we need the lord most in our hours of
greatest challenge and temptation if we are being tempted if
we have yielded to temptation if we have erred it is a natural
tendency to believe we are not worthy either of the lord s help
or of seeking it the hours of transgression are the times of
greatest need if we have any reason to believe transgression
has occurred the night before or even the hour before a church
meeting there is all the more reason for the extended arm and
encouragement to attend the church meeting to mingle with
others who too are sorely tried and who know the values of the
gospel who together assist one another in maintaining high
standards

THE MEASURE OF OUR fulfillment
when we who are foreigners leave vietnam what will we

have left behind what will be our legacy to this people and
this land what will be the evidence that we have given of
ourselves while here will it be satisfying to us only to know
that we are finally leaving here that in reality we weren t here
at all that our year or two or three years here was a time
only of passing through and not a time of sharing giving
building nurturing
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no matter how humble we are or how limited our oppor-
tunitiestuni ties and capabilities there is something all can give we
can give of ourselves we can share temptations with our
brothers and sisters and make them easier to resist we can be
alert to their physical security and we can comfort them in their
suffering we can share our understanding of the gospel with
however many vietnamese and chinese we come to know we
can plant the seed of the restored gospel inin the hearts and
minds of those among whom we associate and even though our
time here may be short that seed will be nurtured by those who
remain and who shall follow through exhibiting such con-
cern for the welfare of the people of vietnam we will secure
for ourselves a measure of happiness

this then isis the challenge the opportunity for every
latter day saint who comes to this embattled place and these
beleagured people let this land be a blessed land because you
walked here



the gentle way dedicated to president david 0 mckay

edward L hart

he left to other men the path
to wealth that turns to clay

he left to others hate and wrath
and sought the gentle way

though life was filled with joy and pain
with struggle and delay

he never challenged god s design
but chose the gentle way

temptations offered subtle cures
for illslilsliis and time to pay

he stripped the mask off ugly lures
and kept the gentlegentie way

he earned the sweetest word known peace
striving day by day

to live to the last breath s release
in loveiove the gentlegentie way
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photograph by jeff delia courtesy BYU banyan
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this new hymn with words by edward L hart of the english department of
brigham young university and music by robert cundick salt lake tabernacle
organist was performed by the tabernacle choir on its regular CBS broadcast
of sunday september 8 1968 dedicated to president david 0 mckay on
whose birthday it was sung the hymn was again performed in his honor by the
tabernacle choir on the day of his death sunday january 18 1970



david 0 mckay the prophet seer and revelator

harold B lee
first counselor in the first presidency

in the position of president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints david 0 mckay has been sus-
tained as a prophet seer and revelator A prophet is an in-
spired and divinely appointed revealer of god s mind and will

A seer isis greater than a prophet A seer can know of
things which are past and also of things which are to come
and by them shall all things be revealed his preparation
for this mission began in the premortal world A prophet does
not become a spiritual leader by studying books about religion
nor does he become one by attending a theological seminary
one becomes a prophet a divinely called religious leader by
actual spiritual contact president david 0 mckay knew
that jesus lives that he is the redeemer of the world

from president lee s address at the funeral of president david 0 mckay
january 22 1970

photograph courtesy george bettridge saansbaans photography salt lake city



thoughts on william wordsworth
A commemorative essay

BRUCE B CLARK

this year will mark the two hundredth anniversary of the
birth of william wordsworth who was born on april 7 1770
in the little town of cockermouthkermouthCoc situated on the river der-
went in the lovely lake district of northwestern england
upon the death of his mother when wordsworth was only
eight the family was scattered wordsworth himself going
southward about fifteen miles to school at hawkshead near
the center of the lake district in this beautiful region of lush
greenness with its rolling hills peaceful lakes and quiet
streams wordsworth spent most of his lifefifeilfehife and wrote most of
his poetry schooling at cambridge a year of study in france
long walks through scotland and occasional travels elsewhere
took him briefly away from his beloved lake country from time
to time but always he was drawn back and there he died on
april 23 1850 A simple headstone in the country cemetery in
the small village of grasmere still marks the place of his burial

everyone now knows wordsworth though not everyone
likes him almost everyone including even those who don t
like him acknowledges that he holds a special place in litera-
ture perhaps more at the heart of the romantic movement
than any other poet among mormon readers both in the
church generally and at BYU particularly he has found a
large audience through the years because of the special appeal
of the philosophy and ethics of his poetry the collection of

dr clarkdarkoark dean of the college of humanities at brigham young university
is coauthor of the out of the best books volumes used in the relief society
program he has authored a volume on oscar wilde which is to be published
by an international publishing firm and isis also a member of the editorial
board of BYU studies he was recently appolampolappointedntedanted to the executive advisory
council of the national register of prominent americans
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wordsworth books in the BYU library started years ago by
professor ed M roe dr P A christensen and others isis ex-
tensive and even the BYU student literary publication the
wye magazine took its name some thirty years ago from
wordsworth s association with the wye river and the wye
valley in england

it seems appropriate therefore that in this two hundredth
anniversary year of his birth a commemorative essay should be
published on wordsworth in BYU studies perhaps it is also
appropriate that I1 should be the one to write the essay when
I1 joined the BYU faculty in 1950 1I came as a replacement for
professor roe then just retired who for many years had been
the principal wordsworth lover and teacher at BYU I1 found
to my chagrin that I1 was scheduled to teach one course in the
longer poems of wordsworth one in the shorter poems of
wordsworth one in romanticism with wordsworth as the
central figure and a fourth course called simply introduction
to poetry that by tradition was mostly wordsworth this was
just too much wordsworth for me and I1 did some rapid com-
bining of courses nevertheless I1 have continued to teach
wordsworth for twenty years and 1I am pleased to say that he
wears well I1 enjoy him more now and find him greater and
deeper than 1I did when I1 started to teach him twenty years
ago which is more than I1 can say for some writers who grow
thin after a few years of teaching it is with delight therefore
that I1 accept the invitation to write an essay on wordsworth
drawing my comments in part from things 1I have written about
him in other places throughthrough the years

fifteen years ago when I1 was a young bishop in the church
and was also caught up in the early excitement of teaching
wordsworth and romanticism I1 wrote a short essay on words-
worth which began as follows occasionally in the world of
literature there isis a writer so gifted and so wise that he seems
to speak with a voice of divine inspiration such a writer was
william wordsworth who a century and a half ago created
poems of such simple beauty and such enduring truth that their
appeal and greatness seem forever assured if we latter day
saints take seriously the lord s commandment to seek words of
wisdom out of the best books D & C 88118 and 10914 we
will do well to study the poems of wordsworth for in all
english literature there is perhaps no other poet who shaped
so many religious and ethical truths into works of literary art
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reading those words now fifteen years after they were
written I1 realize that I1 got a bit carried away in praise of
wordsworth in fifteen years my language has mellowed some-
what with fewer superlatives but I1 still find wordsworth
great even inspiring still perhaps one needs to get in the right
mood to respond to wordsworth he is not clever and witty
he does not rip and tear us with the power of raw emotions such
as we find in modern realism nor does he particularly challenge
our skills of analysis through elusive symbols and complex allu-
sionssions his poetry is not even beautiful in the way that some
poems are beautiful with subtle music and startlingC imagery

C

but after all the cleverness and brute power and artistic bril-
liance of other writers there isis a place for wordsworth espe-
cially when as readers we are in a mood of serious contempla-
tion trying to separate the things that really matter from diethedle
things that don t so it was that a year ago when doing an essay
on romanticism generally I1 wrote the following three para-
graphs on wordsworth placing him at the head of all the other
romanticists

all things considered william wordsworth 177018501770 1850
is probably to be regarded as the most important of all the
english romanticists at least inin shaping the movement of ro-
manticism in western world literature his poems are not so
challengingly mystical as blake s nor so artistically symbolical
as coleridge s nor so soaringly lyrical as shelley s nor so
exuberantly variable as byron s nor so enchantingly musical as
keats s nor so stingingly satirical as burns s yet he isis greater
than all these for more than any of them he spoke enduring
truths in words of beauty and that isis the essence of great
poetry his poetry not individual poems but his work as a
whole has more breadth more depth more psychological and
ethical richness and a more impressive combination of lofty
thought and eloquent music than that of the others words-
worth isis less humorous less exciting than the other romanti
cistscasts to the extent that many readers wish he weren t quite so
solemn and wonder whether he has any sense of humor at all
but from him more than from any of the others we learn as
ernest bernbaum says the beauty and happiness of plain
living and high thinking 1 in the words of russell noyes
wordsworth was the most truly original genius of his age and

ernest bernbaum anthology of romanticism new york the ronald
press 1948 p 187
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exerted a power over ththee poetic destinies of his century un
equalledequal led by any of his contemporaries 2 coleridge2coleridge called him
friend of the wise and teacher of the good and was so moved

when first hearing certain passages of the prelude that he
said 1I found myself in prayer 3 even matthew arnold who
in many ways was critical of the romantic movement described
wordsworth as one who came to a world of doubts disputes
distractions fears and brought stability through the healing
power of his poetry 4 later arnold referred to wordsworth
as this great man whom I1 for one must always listen to with
the profoundest respect 5

As a poet wordsworth has obvious faults he is sometimes
sentimental sometimes singsongysing songy sometimes dull sometimes
wordy wordy wordsworth his enemies have called him I1

sometimes pompous in trivialities if one judges him by the
poorest of his poems as he is often judged he is little better
than a shallow rhymester a composer of doggerel indeed in
the entire history of english poetry there is probably no other
great poet who wrote so much mediocre poetry yet judged by
his best work wordsworth stands highest of all in an age of
great poets and may well be as dr P A christensen used to
tell us the greatest english poet between milton and brown-
ing

what then are his best poems not the dozens of easy
little nature and story poems by which he is often known these
range from bad to good but are not really great instead his
very best mostly in blank verse where he is one of the world s

masters are such poems as lines composed a few miles
above tinternhintern abbey a beautiful meditative descriptive ode
of rich music and thought the prelude which in spite of its
unevenness mark van doren calls one of the ten great poems
of western world literature0literatureliteratures0 michael the finest of his narra-
tive poems telling with old testament dignity and simplicity
the tragic story of an old man and his love for a son who be

2russellbrussellussell noyes english romantic poetry and prose new york oxford
Univeruniversitysl ty press 1956 p 237

3seecoleridgesee coleridge s poem to william wordsworth
see arnold s poem memorial verses
arnold in the functfunchfunctionon of criticism at the present time
see van doren s great poems of western literature new york collier

books 1962 ppap 2562423624236248256248236256 24248S van doren also calls the prelude the first great
modern poem of the ten he is discussing because it turns inward for its sub-

stance indeed says van doren wordsworth created modern poetry when he
decided that the man who writes isis more important than the man and the
things he writes about
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trays a father s trust ode intimations of immortality from
recollections of early childhood another richly musical
descriptive philosophic work and a dozen or so sonnets includ-
ing composed upon westminster bridge the world Is too
much with Us and london 1802 wordsworth wrote a
great deal of second quality poetry especially in his later years
but he still wrote more first quality poetry than most of our
other major poets in the finest of his passages we find dignity
of tone sonority of phrase and loftiness of thought such as
we seldom find elsewhere high seriousness as arnold liked
to call this combination of qualities first and last wordsworth
was a nature poet describing the relationship between the inner
world of man and the outer world of nature but he was also
deep thinking in other matters leading us in his poetry to
extraordinary psychological philosophical and religious in-
sights that draw us as he himself concludes near the end of
the prelude to faith in life endless the sustaining thought of
human being eternity and god

years ago dr P A christensen wrote an essay called the
bad better best of literature I1 have often thought that I1 too
would like to write an essay discussing good bad and inbein be
tween poetry but drawing all of my examples from words-
worth the poems just named in the paragraph above could
surely serve as examples of great poetry such well known
pieces as we are seven lucy gray to a highland girl
she was a phantom of delight 1 I wandered lonely as a

cloud and the old cumberland beggar might be used to
illustrate in between poetry not great but not bad either his
worst poems are fortunately not so well known but unfortu-
nately there are dozens of them prosaic in diction sentimental
in emotion singsongysing songy in rhythm and obvious in substance
wordsworth should have followed coleridge s advice and can-
celed many of these from print but he wasngasn t as self critical as
liehelleile should have been and so he published them even insisting
that some of the bad ones were good I1 don t want to spend
more time discussing them here but it would also be a mistake
not to admit that they exist any reader interested in seeing
wordsworth in bad form can turn to such a poem as the pet
lamb which wordsworth insisted on publishing alongside the
great michael in edition after edition of his poetry and
which in sentimental doggerel describes a motherless lamb
wagging its tail in joy while a little girl feeds it milk from a
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bottle no wonder james kenneth stephen a victorian paro-
dist wrote a satiric sonnet on wordsworth which reads

two voices are there one is of the deep
it learns the storm clouds thunderous melody
now roars now murmurs with the changing sea
now birdlikebird like pipes now closes soft in sleep
and one isis of an old half witted sheep
which bleats articulate monotony
and indicates that two and one are three
that grass isis green lakes damp and mountains steep
and wordsworth both are thine at certain times
forth from the heart of thy melodious rimes
the form and pressure of high thoughts will burst
at other times good lord id rather be
quite unacquainted with the ABC
than write such hopeless rubbish as thy worst

durinoduring more than half a century of writing poetry words-
worth composed hundreds of poems that are less than great
even in these however there are things that will interest the
reader for example wordsworth was especially interested in
abnormal psychology and wrote dozens of folk story poems
describing people with warped minds or twisted personalities
peter bell the idiot boy andrew jones goody blake

and harry gill etc etc he seemed especially drawn to writ-
ing stories about an abandoned girl who bore a child out of
wedlock and then went insane or suffered great hardship
poems such as the thorn her eyes are wild and
ruth one wonders how closely all of this may relate to

wordsworth s own youthful liaison with annette vallon during
his year in france he avoids any direct reference to her in
the prelude and other autobiographical poems yet he was so
deeply concerned ten years later that he did not feel free to
marry mary hutchinson in 1802 until he went to france with
his sister dorothy to seek out annette and their little daughter
caroline and make an emotional financial settlement with
them 7 wordsworth s life was on the whole very admirable
built on high principles and ideals but he made one serious
mistake in his youth and one wonders whether a number of his
story poems do not grow out of a guilt stricken conscience
that stayed with him for many years

one of the loveliest of his sonnets beginning it is a beauteous evening
calm and free was written to his ten year old daughter caroline after he met
her on this occasion and took her walking on the seashore
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other things touched on in some of the lesser poems
interest us too As in the prelude and the excursion so in a
variety of little poems wordsworthwaswordsworth was much intrigued by all
the nuances of despondency and how it might be overcome
and by the imagination and how it is quickened or stifled 8

wordsworth agrees with coleridge that the creative imagination
is the highest of human faculties and that whatever else a
poem may say or do or be its main purpose should be to give
pleasure both to the one who reads it and to the one who
creates it As a literary critic wordsworth is not nearly so
important as his great friend coleridge but his most original
thoughts are like coleridge s on the nature of the imagination
and on the crcreative process itself in his 1800 preface to
lyrical ballads wordsworth gave his now famous definition of
poetry that it is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feel-
ings taking its origin from emotion recollected in tranquility
wordsworth was as firm as T S eliot in insisting that there
should be sufficient time between an experience and the trans-
formation of that experience into poetry to permit both emo-
tional and artistic objectivity A study of the great tinternhinternTintern
abbey ode as well as little poems such as to a highland
girl and 1 I wandered lonely as a cloud are rewarding in
this regard even though it should be written in tranquility
however wordsworth insists that poetry at all times should be
spontaneous honest and free some of his strongest words
both in his essays and in poetry lash out against those who
would compose poems more by rules and regulations than by
inward feeling and outward inspiration 9 many people associ-
ate this criticism mostly with wordsworth s early career but he
was still saying the same thing at age 72 when in the follow-
ing sonnet he lambastslambaslambastets some unidentified poet or poets of the
day who had aroused his indignation

A poet he hath put his heart to school
nor dares to move unpropped upon the staff
which art hath lodged within his hand must laugh
by precept only and shed tears by rule

see professor thomas E cheney s comments on wordsworth and the
imagination in imagination and the soul s immensity in BYU Sistudleystudiesudies vol 9
summer 1969 ppap 407420407 420

in his 1800 preface to lyrical ballads wordsworth criticized neo classicists
who he felt had smothered creativity by adhering too rigidly to restricted pat-
terns and conventional poetic diction the poet s responsibility now he argued
was to free poetry from these restrictions and return it to creative variety and
natural language
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thy art benaturerenaturebe nature the live current quaff
and let the grovellergroveller sip his stagnant pool
in fear that else when critics grave and cool
have killed him scorn should write his epitaph
how does the meadow flower its bloom unfold
because the lovely little flower is free
down to its root and inin that freedom bold
and so the grandeur of the forest tree
comes not by casting inin a formal mould
but from its own divine vitality

seeing this sonnet serves as a reminder that of particular
concern to readers who are interested in prosody and poetic
form is wordsworthwordsworthsWordsworthss fascination with the sonnet much of
his greatest poetry is written in blank verse but he also used
a variety of rhymed patterns and forms including more than
500 sonnets many of the world s great poets and even more
of its lesser ones have been drawn to the sonnet there is
something about its brevity its simplicity and complexity its
limitations yet limitlessness that has challenged each generation
of poets to see what they might do within the sonnet rules
not many poets however have written more than 500 sonnets
as wordsworth did and he also conducted some interesting
experiments with the sonnet as an art form it is intriguing that
wordsworth who was so set against strict rules and regulations
in poetry should have been so attracted to writing sonnets but
it is significant that while not violating the basic form of the
sonnet he did introduce interesting variations and freedoms
within that form and was especially concerned as a poet should
be with synthesizing form and meaning granted that many
of wordsworth s sonnets are undistinguished nevertheless
several dozen of them are first quality poems and at least a
dozen are among the great sonnets of english literature

probably the best way to appreciate wordsworth as a poet
and to understand the special appeal he has had to LDS
readers is to go directly to several of his major poems and
study them one by one

wordsworth s poem best known to LIDSLDSliisllis readers is the
famous ode intimations of immortality from recollections of
early childhood once referred to by one of my confused
students as the imitations of immorality ode the title
though rather cumbersome in wording is very suggestive in
meaning to LDS readers for the poem is probably the fullest
expression in non LDS literature harmonious with the unique
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latter day saint doctrine of pre existence which extends im-
mortality in both directions not only forward into post mortali
ty following death but also backward into pre mortality before
birth 10 all christian churches recognize life after death and
many people have a sort of intuitive feeling that there is life
before birth but the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints stands almost alone in teaching as an official doctrine
that people existed as spirit children with god in a premortalpre mortal
state wordsworth was not of course a latter day saint and
perhaps never heard of mormonism for born in 1770 he
was an old man when the gospel came to england and he died
in 1850 when the church was still very young but he speaks
as if he were an inspired forerunner of the gospel when in
1805 the very year of joseph smith s birth he wrote

our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting
the soul that rises with us our life s star

hath had elsewhere its setting
and cometh from afar

not in entire forgetfulness
and not in utter nakedness

but trailing clouds of glory do we come
from god who is our home

these eight lines are lifted out of the middle of the poem and
it is a mistake to use them as is often done in isolation from
the rest of the work to understand fully what wordsworth
is saying and to appreciate the ode as a work of art with a
beautiful synthesis 0oft form and meaning we need to study the
entire poem

we need also to know that wordsworth was endeavoring to
lift his friend coleridge out of the despondency into which
coleridge was plunged because of the personal tragedy of his
life and because he could no longer respond to the beauties of
nature around him which heretofore had been the source of
his creative inspiration 1 I see not feel how beautiful they are
said coleridge in his sadly beautiful dejection an ode
coleridge was not only wordsworth s great friend but also a
brilliant poet and literary critic probably the most learned poet

when criticized by his anglican church leaders for teaching the
heretical doctrine of pre existence in this poem wordsworth retracted and

said that he did not mean to press the idea as a serious doctrine but wished
only to suggest it as a poetic license apparently he did not want to argue the
issue but there isis considerable evidence in his writing as a whole to indicate
that belief in pre existence was a consistent part of his general philosophy
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of his generation his skill as a poet and his powers of the
imagination were astonishing and yet his personal life was
shattered by an agonizing marriage failure years of excruciating
physical sickness and a woeful lack of self discipline that
threatened to wreck him spiritually and mentally as well as
physically all of this anguish is reflected in coleridge s dej-
ection ode and wordsworth s immortality ode was written
as a direct answer to coleridge s poem especially to the central
problem of the poem coleridge s spiritual despondency caused
by a lack of responsiveness to the inspiring beauties of nature

but back to wordsworth s poem itself the 204 lines of the
poem are grouped into eleven stanzas but in idea development
the work has really only three sections the first four stanzas
comprise the first section in which wordsworth agrees with
coleridge that as we grow older we can no longer respond spon-
taneously to the beauties of nature as a child does then in the
next section stanzas 5 through 8 wordsworth endeavors to
explain why this is so that when we were young we were
close to god and hence close to the creations of god in
nature but that as we grow older the prison house of
mortality closes around us and we seem to grow apart from
nature but continues wordsworth in the closing section

stanzas 9 through 11 we should not grieve over our loss of
spontaneous joy in nature for in the wisdom of maturity that
gives us thoughtful insight into the truth of immortality we
have rich rewards that more than compensate for all our loss

what though the radiance which was once so bright
be now for ever taken from my sight

though nothing can bring back the hour
of splendour in the grass of glory in the flower

we will grieve not rather find
strength in what remains behind
in the primal sympathy
which having been must ever be
in the soothing thoughts that spring
out of human suffering
in the faith that looks through death

in years that bring the philosophic mind

and so through the contemplation of god created beauty in
nature there comes a greater and more compassionate under-
standing of man in relation to eternity and of eternal life
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itself the language is appropriate and lovely other aspects of
form harmonize closely with the ideas being developed and
the ideas themselves are attractive and significant rhythm
rhyme sound and imagery are expertly controlled and harmoni-
ously related to meaning so that the result is a rich work of
art

although the intimations of immortality ode is well
known in our church most of wordsworth s other poems are
not so well known yet several of them are at least as impor-
tant poetically

ezra pound once said in the ABC of reading great
literature is simply language charged with meaning to the ut-
most possible degree some of wordsworth s poems are pro-
saic and flat but two that are especially charged with mean-
ing in their language are composed upon westminster
bridge a sonnet and lines composed a few miles above
tinternhintern abbey a somewhat longer ode in language that vi-
brates with inner power the sonnet describes the huge city of
london asleep in early morning touched on all sides with the
beauties and wonders of nature the gliding river the open
fields the streaming early morning sun and the clear smokeless
air in the sky overhead artistically the language is beautiful
liquid sounds of rhyme and rhythm clean clear images
simple yet dignified diction the words however are also
charged with meaning portraying a city personified as a sleep-
ing giant wearing the beauty of the morning like a bgarmentgarment
with a mighty heart beating as it sleeps and with the pure
world of nature the smokeless air encircling everything
washingb away the smoke and grime of the day s industrial ac-
tivitiestivi ties as the great city lies still asleep bathed in the early
morninmorning0 beauty of the rising sun

earth has not anything to show more fair
dull would he be of soul who could pass by
A sight so touching inin its majesty
this city now doth like a garment wear
the beauty of the morning silent bare
ships towers domes theatrestheartrestheatres and temples lie
open unto the fields and to the sky
all bright and glittering inin the smokeless airair
never did the sun more beautifully steep
in his first splendour valley rock or hill
ne er saw 1I never felt a calm so deep
the rivergiverriver glidethgladeth at his own sweet will
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dear god the very houses seem asleep
and all that mighty heart isis lying still

I1 hope I1 am not reading more into the poem than words-
worth intended to put there I1 hope too that I1 am not going
overboard in praise of wordsworth not all of his poems touch
me some of them however including the sonnet just quoted
and the ode I1 am about to discuss move me deeply

when we talk about words charged with meaning we do
not refer merely to meaning that can be paraphrased into other
words there is a kind of locked in meaning in the words of a
poem that is felt by every perceptive reader but cannot be para-
phrased to paraphrase is to make shallow and destroy so it
is with the great tinternhinternTintern abbey ode except for certain
passages of the prelude probably wordsworth s finest blank
verse lines are in this ode As wordsworth tells of visitingrevisitingre
the banks of the wye river after a five years absence and
looking again upon all of the natural beauties of the landscape
reflecting how the memory of the scene has been with him to
enrich his imagination and deepen his thinking we are drawn
into the extraordinary beauty of this poem the descriptions
are sharp rich and vivid the language is majestic and the
whole poem builds into a harmonious symphony of sound
imalmaimagery9ery feeling and thought

471171ltv perhaps never achieved quite so
successfully by wordsworth inin any other poem for any who
would understand wordsworth this is a key poem the pipre-
lude

e

in miniature not merely telling but showing how his
imaoinationimagination has been quickened and his soul deepened through
responsiveness to nature maturing him from a young animal
bounding almost unconsciously inin nature s freedoms to a deep
thinking adult contemplating the relationships between hu-
manity divinity and eternity

that time is past
and all its aching joys are now no more
and all its dizzy raptures not for this
faint 1I nor mourn nor murmur other gifts
have followed for such loss I1 would believe
abundant recompense for I1 have learned
to look on nature not as inin the hour
of thoughtless youth but hearing oftentimes
the still sad music of humanity
nor harsh nor grating though of ample power
to chasten and subdue and I1 have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
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of elevated thoughts a sense sublime
of something far more deeply interfusedinterfused
whose dwelling is the light of setting suns
and the round ocean and the living air
and the blue sky and in the mind of man
A motion and a spirit that impels
all thinking things all objects of all thought
and rolls through all things

there is a falling off of poetic power in the closing fifty lines
of the poem as wordsworth big brother like expresses hope
that his sister dorothy for whom he had great affection
might follow him in his maturing responsiveness to nature but
the poem as a whole is one of wordsworthsWordsworths greatest achieve-
ments all the more remarkable if it was composed as he said
on a four or five days walking tour with his sister composed
orally and published almost immediately with not a line of it
altered surely here was an outpouring of spontaneous creativi-
ty the like of which not even wordsworth experienced very
often

wordsworth s greatest long poem is the prelude that
massive unique and poetically uneven autobiographical poem
concerned with the 11 growth of a poet s mind as its subtitle
indicates 11 written at least in its best passages in dignified
stately sonorous blank verse it is the fullest poetic treatment in
our language of how childhood experiences and attitudes dur-
ing the seedtime 11212 of one s life gradually shape the person-
ality character and habits of adulthood A powerful message
on the importance of proper environment and training in child-
hood is implied throughout this long poem for as wordsworth
says in one of his short lyrics the child is father of the man
some people think of wordsworth as an old fashioned poet
and in some ways he is but psychologically he is very modern
even freudian recognizing that each adult personality is the
product of all that has gone before especially way back in
childhood including experiences thoughts and feelings that
may have been long forgotten but made their permanent mark
upon a growing personality thus 1 I grew up says words

long though the preludepi elude is wordsworth intended it only as the personal
introduction to an eveneen longer work to be called the recluse which was
never completed that it Isis poetically uneven all who read it will recognize
its great passages are veryversersery great but it also has sections that are flat tedious
and wooden

the preludepi elude book 1I line 301 see sherwood anderson s short story
seeds for a modern treatment of this same psychological theme
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worth fostered alike by beauty and by fear 1 I1 30102301 02
and thus also out of all the miscellaneous and sometimes dis-
cordant experiences of mortality gradually the immortal
spirit grows like harmony in musicmusic 11

1 I1 341
throughout the prelude we find wordsworth repeatedly

paying tribute to the power of nature to dignify and ennoble
man contrary to what some have imagined however he was
never merely a describer of pretty flowers and babbling brooks
nature for him was the great handiwork of god s creative
power and the closer one gets to nature in genuine understand-
ing the more one knows god and embraces godlikegod like qualities
as a way of life here wordsworth especially traces what he
feels was his own development in relation to nature from the
11 vulgar joy and giddy bliss of youth 1 I1 58183581 83 through
an artistic appreciation of the beauties of nature book II11

especially to a mystical insight into the truths of the universe
he talks in particular of the innate nobility that he feels is
men s heritage as children of god and of how when they
conquer the base animal instincts within themselves men can
move toward the potentiality of godlikeness that is their finest
possibility for there s not a man that lives who hath not known
his godlike hours iiiili11111119091111190190igo1909191

in the remaining books of the prelude fourteen long books
in all wordsworth talks of many further things that shape
one s life for good or bad especially of the qualities of im-
aginationagination of liberty and of how faith in immortality can lift
one to dignity and achievement inin mortality

I1 had inward hopes
and swellings of the spirit was rapt and soothed
conversed with promises had glimmering viewsviews
how life pervades the undecaying mind
how the immortal soul with godlikegod like power
informs creates and thaws the deepest sleep
that time can lay upon her how on earth
man if he do but live within the light
of high endeavours daily spreads abroad
his being armed with strength that cannot failfallfali

book IV lines 16271162 71

As a climax to this lengthy meditation on life and the universe

this section of book 1I especially iineslines 288400288 400 is an excellent example
of wordsworth s telling how certacertainn childhood incidents deeply impressed his
sensitive young nature and made permanent impact upon his personality
character and creative imagination
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wordsworth says that all his experiences and thoughts build
ultimately to the one conclusion previously mentioned

faith in life endless the sustaining thought
of human being eternity and god

book XIV lines 20405204 05

obviously these few comments on the prelude do not do
justice to a poem as long rich and complicated as this poem
isis space here will not permit a fuller discussion rather than
merely accept my judgment and the judgment of most other
readers who have studied wordsworth at length that the pre-
lude is his masterpiece and one of the great psychological philo
sophical poems of our language readers of this essay are in-
vited to go to the poem and let it speak for itself but they
should be prepared to live with it for a few months because no
hasty dip into it will discover what it has to offer like most
great works it demands a good deal of the reader in time and
thought and will seem increasingly great the longer one studies
it

three closely related ideas come out again and again in
wordsworth 1 1 the sacredness of life in any form 2 the
dignity and nobility inherent in human life 3 the power of
nature to elevate and ennoble man in michael words-
worth s greatest narrative poem we find his most dramatic
treatment of these three ideas here wordsworth was success-
ful in blending simple yet dignified language with moving
story in such a way that many readers find this the most appeal-
ing of his poems it is like a parable of christ both inin the
eloquent simplicity of its style and in the memorable message
of its story or perhaps even more like an incident out of old
testament history since the theme of the poem is inseparable
from the narrative perhaps a brief summary will be helpful
here the poem tells of the shepherd michael an old man
stout of heart and strong of limb whose bodily frame had
been from youth to age of an unusual strength although
imperfect enough in wisdom and judgment to be believably
human michael is fundamentally noble and good like abra-
ham of old he has been blessed in his old age with a son
whom he loves deeply and with whom he forms a beautiful
comradeship as the son becomes a young man when the son
named luke is eighteen and michael eighty four financial
difficulties press upon the family inin the form of a debt of
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honor to the extent that luke is sent to work for a distant
kinsman to relieve the financial stress but before old father
and young son separate michael takes luke into the hills where
they lay the cornerstone of a sheepfold as a covenant of their
love for and faith in each other michael counsels his son to
be faithful but promises whatever fate befall thee I1 shall
love thee to the last then they separate at first good re-
ports come of the son but months later luke began to slacken
inin his duty and in the dissolute city gave himself to evil
courses ignominy and shame fell on him so that hebe was driven
at last to seek a hiding place beyond the seas old michael
is somewhat sustained inin his grief by his love for

there isis a comfort inin the strength of love
T will make a thing endurable which else
would overset the brain or break the heart

but partly his love isis in very fact responsible for his grief
for there is no griefgriegorlefarief more harsh than that of faith betrayed
thus bearing the burden of his sorrow michael goes about
his daily work suffering inin silence often sitting in numb lone-
liness at the site of the unfinished sheepfold anguishedlyanguishedly
disadisappointedppointed inin his erringI1 son but still loving him for the
poem is partly a portrayal of the nature of genuine love which
does not withdraw even when the one who is loved betrays
that love it is a powerful and beautiful story of a man deep-
ened dinidignifiedb fiedgied and made heroic through suffering it is also
probably wordsworth s clearest success in what he said was
one of his principal goals to dramatize the lives of ordinary
people by telling their story in the language of ordinary men
here however we should remember what coleridge said of
wordsworth that he practiced better than he preached if
wordsworth had merely written in the language of common
people said coleridge he would not have been the great poet
that he isis because common people don t speak great poetry
in their day to day language only when he transcended the
language of common people as he did in the simple yet ele-
vated language of michael did he become a great poet
added Colercoleridgeidae and I1 agree

others of wordsworth s poems might be discussed if space
permitted but the finest of his achievements have already been
mentioned the excursion is as long and full as the prelude
but the poetry in it is not of the same quality we are seven
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is a famous poem describing a little girl s insistence that neither
distance nor death can break apart the family unit but it tends
towards oversimplicity and sentimentality character of the
happy warrior is an admirable portrait of the qualities needed
to make an ideal leader of men but the work is heavily didactic
and prosaic hardly poetry at all and so on and on I1 am not
saying that only the poems referred to in this essay are worth
reading simply that these are probably the ones most rewarding
to study as works of art many of wordsworth s poems not
discussed here also deserve attention especially for their por-
trayal of ideas and ideals

in most of what he wrote wordsworth was a champion of
ethics and spirituality he scorned materialism and hated self-
ishnessishness in a mood of indignation he wrote several memorable
sonnets exposing selfishness and the pursuit of wrong goals
the best known and strongest of these is the famous attack
on worldly materialism which begins

the world is too much with us late and soon
getting and spending we lay waste our powers

for wordsworth believed that most of the evils in the world
stem from the mind of man much it grieved my heart to
think what man has made of man 11414 and he likewise believed
that the solution to these evils must come from within from
the very heart of man a great outpouring of unselfish love he
knew that sometimes out of grief and difficulty comes wisdom

A deep distress hath humanized my soulsouisoul1313 that to do
evil is worse than to endure evil see guilt and sorrow
that the greatest most unselfish love is love of that which
seems not to deserve love see the idiot boy that the
sweetest moment of life is that filled with genuine repentance
see peter bell part III111

1
and that the greatest source of

strength is the inner resource of the immortal human spirit in
harmony with god s teachingsb see resolution and inde-
pendencependence wordsworth is a seriousserious poet and we need to be
in a serious mood to respond to him there will come a time
however in the lives of most of us when we can respond to
the healingbealing power of his genius this friend of the wisewise and
teacher of the good as his great friend coleridge called him

lines wriwrittenttenaten in early spring
elegiac stanzas suggested by a picture of peele castle in a storm



federal government efforts

to americanize utah before
admission to statehood

GUSTIVE 0 LARSON

the time for test oaths and bayonets is passed said a
spokesman for the southern states during debate on their re-
admission to the union in 1870 ironically on the same day
january 28 the congress that reseated the first of virginia s

representatives adopted a clause in a utah bill authorizing the
president to send the army to utah to enforce the laws against
polygamy 1 the forces of reconstruction were swinging from
the south to the west the republican platform on the eve
of the civil war had called upon the government to destroy
those twin relics of barbarism polygamy and slavery 2 A
number of the same radical republicans who had abolished
one relic of barbarism now turned their attention to american-
ize utah where the other appeared

however just as the issue of slavery had occupied the pre
civil war reformers to the exclusion of the political system
which fostered it so polygamy served as a smoke screen to
obscure the institution which protected it the springfield
union massachusetts of february 1885 reprinted in the
salt lake daily tribune february 15 1885 warned when
the antislaveryanti slavery agitaaaitaagitationtion was at itshightits hight sic popular feeling
at the north was exercised chiefly with the immoral quality
of slavery as an institution yet the war of the rebellion by

professor larson well known in utah hstorastorhistoricalcal circles as a teacher and writer
is associate professor of history at brigham young university he has
published widely on utah history and presently has a fuller study of the topic
of this essay scheduled for publication this summer by the huntington library
press

both items appeared in the same issue of the new yothyork tribunetrltribune january
28 1870

kirk H porter national party platforms new york 1924 p 48
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which slavery was overthrown turned on an altogether different
issue the question namely of political sovereignty popular
judgment is today repeating the same blunder in the matter of
mormonism it will be discovered all at once that the
essential principle of mormonism is not polygamy at all but the
ambition of an ecclesiastical hierarchy to wield sovereignty

the mormon problem did not stem from distrust of ncinacinnon-
resident political appointees nor from utah s clamor for home
rule for these she shared in common with her territorial neigh-
bors 3 but as a frontier theocracy activated by an imminent
kingdom of god concept she presented a challenge to fed-

eral authority the theocratic state of deseret 4 serving as the
political aspect of the kingdom was expected under admin-
istration of a council of fifty 5 to ultimately absorb all
earthly kingdoms including the united states the state of
deseret which preceded the organization of utah territory
appeared to reflect the american system with its three depart-
ments of government but in practice there was no separation
of powers election of officers consisted in ratifying a church
nominated ticket which included brigham young as governor
and his counselors as secretary of state and chief justice the
council of fifty organized the legislative assembly in which
it retained majority control and bishops of the ecclesiastical
wards were elected magistrates over their respective units
the mormonscormonsMormons said dale morgan simply elaborated their

ecclesiastical machinery into a political government 0 in an
effort to avert an invasion of carpetbaggerscarpetbaggerycarpetbaggers among them
the mormonscormons sought early statehood but as a result of the
compromise partition of the southwest in 1850 utah was
organized as a territory on september 9 of that year

when the eastern federal appointees arrived in utah the
following summer they found the territorial government al-
ready functioning without them brigham young as governor
had proceeded immediately upon being informed of his office
to make appointments and hold elections including a delegate
to congress As jurisdictional conflicts flared the outsiders

see earl S pomeroy the tedtenterrltorlit gnesoneses and the balledunitedualled states 186118901861 1890
university of pennsylvania press 1947 p 101

dale morgan the state of deseret utah historical quarterly vol 8
nos 2 3 4 apriapril1 july october 1940

see klaus hansen quest for empire lansing michigan state university
press 1967

morgan the state of deseret p 87
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followed by some of their succeeding federal appointees re-
turned to washington to accuse the law defying mormonscormons of
1 1 church domination of political affairs 2 usurpation of
judicial powers 3 practice of plural marriage 4 irregu-
laritieslari ties inin land and indian administration and 5 monopo-
listic econeconomiceconornicornic practices later there were added complaints
against organized mormon immigration of foreign converts
and church control of public education 7

the accumulation in washington of complaints against the
saints plus other political factors persuaded president james
buchanan to install a new set of officers in utah to be escorted
byaby a strong military force the resulting military expedition the
mormon delaying tactics in the so called utah war 8 the
president s conditional pardon and the stationing of federal
troops at camp floyd are all well known and cannot claim
attention here

with governor alfred cummingdimming installed as brigham
young s successor and the united states military forces located
as an army of occupation near the mormon capital it appeared
that the government had acconaccodaccomplishediplished its purpose in forcing
the saints into line with accepted territorial administration
however the victory was more apparent than real on approach
of the army the legislative assembly had made hasty adjust-
ments inin the territorial laws to curtail certain federal powers 0

and as long as the mormonscormons continued to control elections the
judicial processes the local public funds and the powerful ter-
ritorialritorial militia they still enjoyed a large measure of home
rule while the president s appointee was nominally governor
of the territory it was generally recognized that brigham
young remained as governor of the people

six times the mormonscormons appeared before congressb between
1849 and 1887 with proposed state constitutions inin handband apply-
ing for admission to the union and six times statehood was
denied until the territory should conform to accepted american
standards the saints holding it to be a part of their religion
claimed protection for their practice of plural marriage under

see howard lamar political patterns in new mexico and utah utah
historical quarterly XXVIII no 4 october 1960 ppap 375387575387575587375587375575 387587

norman furniss the mormon conflict new haven yale university
press 1960 leroy hafen documentary account of the utah expedition
185718581857 1858 glendale california arthur H clarkdarkoark company 1958

journals of the legislative assembly territory of utah seventh annual
session 1857581857 58 compiled by everett cooley in utah historical quarterly
XXIV nos 2 3 4 1956 april july oct ppap 107357107 357
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the first amendment to the constitution and following the pub-
lic announcement of the practice in 1852 congress delayed leg-
islation against it for a decade justin morrill s anti bigamy
law of 1862 proved to be the first in a series of increasingly
severe measures to solve the mormon problem formulated
to punish and prevent the practice of polygamy in the territ-
ories of the united states and to disapprove and annul the
legislative acts incorporating the mormon church 10 the
measure named the two issues which persisted as major stum-
bling blocks in utah s struggle for statehood over the next
three decades while polygamy captured the headlines legisla-
tion was directed increasingly toward breaking the political
power which sustained it

during the civil war the saints upon rejection of their
third petition for statehood reactivated the state of deseret
which continued to function as a ghost government 11 apart
from the territorial government through the 1860 s in expec-
tation of the nation s self destruction the religionists prepared
for establishment of the kingdom of god upon its ruins the
legislative assembly after convening to hear the territorial
governors message and perform its legislative duties ad-
journed only to reconvene to receive a message from gover-
nor young the nature of this ghost government emerges
from young s statement to that body on january 17 1863

1I do not wish to lose an inch of ground you have gained inin
your organization but hold fast to it for this is the kingdom
of god we are called the state legislature but when
the time comes we shall be called the kingdom of god
our government isis going to pieces and it will be like water
that is spilt upon the ground and cannot be gathered the
time will come when we will give laws to the nations of the
earth journal history january 19 18651865.18631863.

with the union preserved at the war s close the theocratic
state faded out in 1870 although the council of fifty contin-
ued to exerciseexercise control 12 the war had settled the states rights
issue in the south but not in utah where the fight to ameri-
canize the mormonscormons was just beginning the mormon
question remained as vice president schuyler colfaxcoifcolfax expressed

Deliberadeliberationstons of the house judiciary committee on the proposed mea-
sure appear in house exec documents report no 5333 36 congress ist
session p 105

morgan the state of deseret ppap 132148132 148
hansen quest for empire chaps IV and VIII
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it in 1869 whether the authority of the nation or the au-
thority of brigham young isis the supreme power in utah
whether the laws of the united states or the laws of the mor-
mon church have precedence within its limits 13

by 1870 when the southern states were beginning to re-
turn to the union congress was debating the cullom bill
which had emerged out of several earlier unsuccessful anti-
polygamy bills its provisions foreshadowedforeshadowerforeshadowed much of thediedle forth-
coming legislation including the clause previously referred to
authorizing the president to send an army to utah to enforce
the antipolygamyanti polygamy laws while the battle of words inin congress
relative to the bill echoed inin the public press the lawmakers
themselves voted largely on party lines with the radical re-
publicanspublicans leading the fight for the measure and the democrats
in opposition 14 finally the cullom bill squeezed through the
house but it died inin the senate

locally the non mormon minority group led by general
patrick connor organized the liberal party in 1870 while
the mormon majority functioned politically through the peoples
party with an eye to the future both national political organi-
zations hoped to claim the territory upon its ultimate admission
to the union while the democrats courted mormon goodwillgood will
through protecting the majority against radical measures the
republicans by reconstruction methods aimed to switch local
political control from the peoples party to the liberal minority
supporting the increasingly tough legislation to this end was
an unpublicized though none the less important program of
personal contacts with the mormon leaders james S clarkson
for two decades a member of the republican national com-
mitteemitteecittee and twice its chairman was given the responsibility and
took up the work in connection with secretary james G

blaine of inducing the mormonscormons to give up polygamy
the importance of this approach to the solution of the utah
problem appears in confessions from mormon leaders on the eve
of surrender in july 1889 george Q cannon of the churclchurchi s

first presidency and former delegate to congress said 1 I have

the mormonmoimonmaimon question deseret news office salt lake city 1870
see richard D poll political reconstruction of utah territory pacific

Historichistoricalawlall review XXVII no 2 may 1958 ppap 111126111 126
5james S clarkson papers box 3 190419171904 1917 manuscript division

library of congress for twenty years he wrote 1I have been made the one
man in the republican party to look after the republican interests in utah and
that region so I1 am pretty well up on the subject
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been assured hundreds of times by men of wisdom and discern-
ment that our overthrow was inevitable unless we conformed to
the demands of public opinion and renounced all peculiarities of
faith that the world was arrayed against us and that it was
folly to suppose we could withstand these continued assaults
upon us 16 again in november president wilford woodruff
said 1 I have been called upon by friends outside the church and
urged to take some steps with regard to this matter they knew
the course which the government was determined to take 17

president US grant fresh from having crushed the south-
ern rebellion adopted a 11 get tough policy towards utah to
meet the situation he appointed general J wilson schaffer as
governor and james B mckean as chief justice of utah while
the former undertook with indefinite results to wrest control of
the territorial militia the nauvoo legion from the legislat-
ive assembly the latter attempted unsuccessfully to place the
mormon system on trial in the person of brigham young

his failure emphasized the need for additional legislation in
support of any successful attack on mormon polygamic the-
ocracy

president grant was determined to meet this need as he
prodded the forty second and forty third congresses to legislate
to exclude mormonscormons entirely from judicial procedures and to
increase the appointive power of the governor of utah territ-
ory 19 out of a flood of bills emerged the poland law of 1874
it restored utah s judiciary to the original pattern of the or-
ganic act by limiting civil and criminal jurisdiction exclusively
to the district courts and provided for drawing of jury lists
alternately by the clerk of the district court and the probate
judge of the judicial district the 1870 s ended with another
significant victory for the government when the constitution-
ality of the anti bigamy law of 1862 which the mormonscormons ig-
nored was sustained unanimously by the US supreme court
in the reynolds case 20

deseret news weeklyTrIe ekly july 20188920 1889 P 114
ibid november 14 1889
salt lake tribune october 9 1871
james D richardson messages and papers of the president 178918971789hr89 1897

washington DC 1900 vol VIIvil ppap 20910209 10
2theathethe decsbecsdecisionon handed down in 1879 ruled that while laws cannot inter-

fere with religious beliefs or opinions they may with practices so here
as a law of the organization of society under the exclusive dominion of the
united states it isis provided that plural marriage shall not be allowed united
states reports SC 98 ppap 166168166 168
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however the legal machinery still lacked teeth to bring the
mormonscormons to terms and in his december 1880 message to
congress president rutherford B hayes recommended placing
utah under the provisions of the original northwest ordinance
of 1787 with government by a governor and judges appointed
by the president if however he said it is deemed best to
continue the existing form of local government I1 recommend
that the right to vote hold office and sit on juries in the territ-
ory of utah be confined to those who neither practice nor
uphold polygamy 1221 both presidents garfield and arthur
echoed president hayes recommendations again a single law
materialized out of more than twenty bills on the subject sena-
tor george F edmunds who had participated actively as one
of the radical republicans in reconstruction of the south
successfully sponsored a bill which became the edmunds law
of 1882 22 of its nine articles the following major ones in-
cluded

3 unlawful cohabitation defined and made punishable by
a fine up to 300 andor six months imprisonment

5 not only practicing polygamists but those who held it
as a religious belief were disqualified for jury serviceservice

8 practicing polygamists were dis franchised and disqualified
from holding public office

9 all registration and election offices in the territory were
declared vacant and a board of five commissioners was
to be appointed by the president to conduct and super-
visevise elections in utah until the legislative assembly
should pass laws inin conformity with national standards

with the utah commission now inin control of the elective
processes in the territory and the district courts restored to
exclusive criminal jurisdiction together with juries purged of
polygamy sympathizers the stalemate in utah was broken the
mormon vote was reduced by some 1212000230002 and as a result of
vigorous prosecution by able district attorneys the federal
judges found increasing nunnunibersnumbersibers guilty of unlawful cohabita-
tion with a few convicted for polypolygamy0eamy fines and prison

richardson messages and papers of the president p 606
22the southern democrats could not support another reconstruction mea-

sure such as they had been subjected to so recently they accused the sponsors
of the billI1 of being politically motivated the object being to transfer the
political powerower of this territory to the republic party congressional record
47 congress ist session p 1211

utah commission report to secretary of interior november 17 1882
territorial papers RG 48 NA
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sentences in utah increased from 3 in 1884 to 39 inin 1885 112
inin 1886 and 214 in 1887 24

with an attitude of passive resistance towards this judicial
crusade as it was called the polygamists went into hiding
although increasing numbers of the lesser polygamist officials
were captured convicted and sent to prison their neighbors
rallied to the support of their families and the top leaders
continued to direct affairs of the church from their under-
ground stations when neither political disfranchisement nor
the judicial crusade brought the mormonscormons to terms president
arthur recommended in his third annual message to congress
inin december 1883 the repeal of the act upon which the exist-
ing government depends the assumption by the national legis-
lature of the entire political control of the territory and the
establishment of a commission with such powers and duties
as shall be delegated to it by law 12255

however the lame duck session of the forty eighth con-
gress following the november 1884 democratic victory ignored
president arthur s repeated calls for drastic action not until
march 1887 did the republicans succeed against southern op-
position 20 inin pushing through congress the edmunds tucker
bill which became law without president cleveland s signa-
ture

the edmunds tucker law was formulated not only to close
loopholesloop holes in earlier antipolygamyanti polygamy legislation but to destroy the
political and economic power of the church which protected
the practice the utah commission was empowered to admin-
ister a loyalty test oath and a pledge of obedience to the anti-
polygamy laws to all who would register to vote hold public
office or serve on juries the territorial female suffrage law
was abrogated and the perpetual emigrating fund Companycompany27company2l27

jenks report house of representatives fiftieth congress first session
and executive document no 447

5richardson5richardsonerichardson messages and paperstapers of the president VIIIvill p 184 gover-
nor ell H murray had urged the territorialterrltorlal legislative assembly on january
16 1878 to enact laws against polygamy but as the salt lake tribunetubunetrihune com-
mented on that date what could one expect from a legislative body con-
tainingtain ing six apostles twenty three bishops and other inferior priests abandon-
ing hope inin this directiond1rectlon he recommended adoption of a federally appointed
councounsil1 governors report sept 16 1883 messages and documents of interior
departmentDepaament 1883841883 84 vol 11II p 636

ag2gsee richard D poll political reconstruction of utah territory pacific
historyhistorlhistoricalcalcai revireviewezveav XXVII no 2 may 1958

2 governor eli H murray had recommendedreco mmendednmendedamendedunmendednmended ddissolution of the emigrating
agency inin 1883 messages and documents of intermorinteiioiinterorIntevoreror department 1883841883 84
vol 11II p 634 and pres cleveland recommended similar action richardson
messages and papers of the presidentpiejPies ident vol VIIIvillvili p 362
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was dissolved to facilitate arrests and convictions of polygapalyga
mists in the district courts the powers of the US marshal s

office were increased and the probate judges were made ap-
pointeespointees of the president testimony of wives was permitted
against husbands inin polygamy cases witnesses could be com-
pelled to testify and marriages were required to be of public
record responsibility for public school administration was
transferred from territorial to federal authority and the nauvoo
legion was abolished pursuant to the anti bigamy law of
1862 the disincorporation of the mormon church was reemre em
phasizedphasized and the US attorney general instructed to proceed
to forfeit and escheat to the united states church property in
excess of 50000

the utah commission in the exercise of its additional
powers broubrought9ht further restrictions on the mormon voting

1
fran-

chise and the judiciary moved relentlessly against the polygapalyga
mists until about 13000 were dis franchised and more than
1200120021 were fined andor sentenced to sixsix months in the peni-
tentiarytentiary the district judges extended the crusade to include
denial of citizenship to foreign mormon converts on the ground
that the church was a subversive institution 29 on the same
ground idaho passed a test oath law disfranchisingfranchisingdis all mor
mons inin that territory whether polygamists or not 30

in july 1887 the united states attorney proceeded in two
major suits to coulscodisconfiscatecodiscatecate the real and personal property of the
church and the perpetual emigrating fund company the
US marshal as receiver pursued his assignment to gather in
the widely dispersed church properties until by fall of 1888
he had in his possession an amount valued at 807000 includ-
inginc the several church buildings on which the saints were re-
quired to pay rentals 31 based on this amount the mormonscormons
appealed the case to the united states supreme court confident
that the disincorporation of the church and escheatment of its
property would be ruled unconstitutional

2twoetwotwo studies suggest this number of prison sentences dr stewart L grow
inin his unpublished study of the utah commission p 268 reports 1004
convictions for unlawful cohabitation and 31 for polygamy dr richard D
poll inin political reconstruction of utah territory appearing inin pacific
historical redlewrenewreview XXVII no 2 may 1958 p 120 estimates the number
at 1300

2seeaseeseesaltSee saltsait lake tribune december 1 1889 p 4
an original draft of this law had been submitted to president grover

cleveland inin 1886 territorial papers RG 48 PSM no 53 NA
see leonard J arrington great basin kingdom cambridge harvard

university press 1958 p 353
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meanwhile among a number of local movements pointing
towards surrender to the federal demandsdemands3232 was the constitu-
tional convention held by the peoples party in july of 1887
which was followed in october by a sixth petition to congress
for statehood the proposed state constitution included a
clause outlawing polygamous marriages and another declaring
separation of church and state the territorial assembly in
its next session followed suit by enacting a measure outlawing
plural marriage in congress the republican controlled com-
mittee on territories rejected the petition for statehood on
grounds that neither the antipolygamyanti polygamy clause in the proposed
state constitution nor the legislative act could be trusted the
church as such had made no official abandonment of plural
marriage and there could be no statehood for utah so long as
her politics were dominated by the mormon priesthood be-
sides it was not overlooked that utah was counted as a demo-
cratic territory when similar hearings were held in the house
committee in january 1889 with democratic chairman william
M springer viewing utah s petition more favorably the re-
publican minority successfully urged postponement of action
until obedience to the right and reasonable authority of the

general government should be accepted by the mormonscormonsMormons 23313333

in the meantime the party affiliation of utah s neighbors
who were winning statehood did not escape the mormon lead-
ers the dakotas montana and washington were admitted as
republican states in february 1889 while democratic new
mexico was excluded wyoming and idaho presented them-
selves at the door of congress in republican garb and were ad-
mitted in june 1890 from this point the church presidency
showed increasing interest in nudging democratic utah towards
republicanism it is felt that efforts should be made to in-
struct our people in republicanism recorded AH cannon
following dissolution of the peoples party in 1891 and further
president george Q cannon said that he believed our safety
and prosperity inin a political way depends on our voting the
republican ticket 34

20otherther such movements included a group of prominent businessmen
who urged president john taylor in 1886 to surrender the young men s

democratic club of utah in 1884 and the so called sagebrushsage brush democracy in
1888

house reports fiftieth congress second session no 4156 march 2
1889

abraham H cannon journals june 9 and oct 21 1891
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congressional measures designed to break mormon political
power won positive results inin utah in the late 1880 s A crack
in the solid front of mormondom appeared in august 1887
when the liberal party won five seats in the legislative assem-
bly the crack widened in february 1889 when with the help
of many strife weary mormonscormonsMormons it won the ogden city election
and increased its seats in the legislature to eight the victors
next captured salt lake city in february of 1890 in the midst
of their losing battle to retain control of their capital city the
saints suffered an extra blow when the united states supreme
court upheld the idaho test oath law which disfranchised all
mormonscormons in that territory on the heels of their victories the
utah liberals dispatched robert baskin to washington with
proposed legislation on the order of the idaho law by april
1890 it appeared inin the senate committee on territories as the
cullom strubble bill the threat of total disfranchisement now
hung over the mormonscormonsMormons As an added blow the supreme
court handed down its decision sustaining the provisions of the
edmunds tucker bill by which the church was dissolved and its
property escheated the court held that congress may not
only abrogate laws of the territorial legislature but it may
itself legislate directly for the local governmentgovernment congress had
a full and perfect right to repeal its LDS charter and abro-
gate its corporate existence 35

desperately the church officials contacted washington
sources of the cullom strubble bill george Q cannon
counselor inin the church presidency utah s delegate to congress
in the 1870 s and a declared republican directed the saints de-
fense as deledelegatecateaate john T caine and others strove to hold up
the impending blow cannon appealed through his son frank
J to his republican friend secretary james G blaine assuring
the secretary that utah was not hopelessly democratic young
cannon suggested that blaine s support now would greatly
strengthen the republican position in the mormon community
As the secretary rose to terminate the interview he said we
may succeed this time inin preventing your disfranchisement but
nothing permanent can be done until you get into line the
senior cannon upon receiving the report said president

united states reports vol 136 ppap 1681 68 the late corporation of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints vs united states nos 1030 1054
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woodruff has been praying he thinks he sees some light
you are authorized to say that something will be done 30

in the meantime the august 1890 report of the utah com-
mission to the secretary of interior expressed regret that an ex-
pected church declaration in favor of abandonment of polyg-
amy had not been forthcoming it added in support of the
cullom strubble bill it is believed that 41 persons have en-
tered into polygamous relations in 1889 37

in response to the reports from washington president wil-
ford woodruff faced the inevitable 1 I have arrived at a point
in the history of my life as president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints he wrote on september 25 1890
11 where I1 am under the necessity of acting for the temporal
salvation of the church I1 have issued the following
proclamation which is sustained by my counselors and the
twelve apostles 3

the proclamation known as the woodruff manifesto 3

was issued to the american press on september 24 it stated
that the endowment house where most of the plural marriages
had been performed had been razed and denied the commis-
sion s report that polygamous marriages had been performed
in 1889 it concluded and now I1 publicly declare that my ad-
vice to the latter day saints is to refrain from contracting any
marriage forbidden by the law of the land upon receipt of a
wire from delegate caine in washington announcing that sec-
retary of the interior noble would not accept the woodruff
manifesto without its acceptance by the conference as authori-
tative against the statements of the utah commission and gov-
ernor thomas 40 it was submitted to the general conference
assembled on october 6 1890 and unanimously approved

the manifesto was received by the governmentgovernment with cau-
tion lest it be a trick to secure statehood after which the prac-
tice of polygamy could be resumed the republican majority
of the utah commission and president harrison warned against
hasty steps towards utah s admission to the union in his sec

frank J cannon and harveyhaneyhabey J ohiggins under the prophet in utah
boston 1911 ppap 879187 91

annual report of the utah comm august 22 1890 messages and
documents of interior deparlinentdepartment vol 3 1890911890 91 ppap 397421397 421

wilford woodruff diary 16 volumes hand printed mormon church
archives salt lake city utah

ibid vol 12
abraham H cannon journals october 5 1870 19 volumes 187918971879 1897

in brigham young university special collections
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ond annual messagetomessamessagegetoto congress president benjaminharrisonbeniaminbenjamin hardisonharrison
stated

president woodruff does not renounce the doctrine but
refrains from teaching it and advises against the practice of
it because the law is against it now it isis quitequitetuite true that the
law should not attempt to deal with the faithaithfalthalth or belief of
anyone but it is quite another thing and the only ssafeafe thing
to so deal with the territory of utah as that those who be-
lieve polygamy to be rightful shall not have the power to
make it lawful 41

on the other hand governor arthur thomas who as former
secretary of the territory and member of the commission had
been zealous in his support of the antipolygamyanti polygamy crusade now
urged acceptance of the mormon action as the long delayed
fulfillment of the government s objective 4212 chief justice
charles S zane showing confidence in the manifesto adju-
dicated accordingly and ruled that membership in the mormon
church should no longer constitute a bar against american
citizenship he was following a path which was to grow into a
road of mutual confidence leading towards statehood marking
that road came first dissolution of the peoples party in
1891 and the election of a democratic delegate to congress
on a national ticket then came the dissolution of the liberal
party in 1893 and the election of a republican delegate to
congress while members of the peoples party were encouraged
to divide their supportsupport4343 between the two national political
organizations those of the liberal party moved into republican
ranks here significantly they found themselves beside increas-
ing numbers of prominent mormonscormons who representing the
saints new economic philosophy of private enterprise found
protective tariff to their likinolicinoliking

in 1893 president benjamin harrison persuaded by mr
blaine and james S clarkson 44 granted amnesty to all mormon
polygamists who had lived within the law since 1890 which
benefits including restoration of civil rights were extended by
president cleveland the following year partial restoration of

richardson messages and papers of the president vol IX p 1118is
governor thomas to secretary john W noble report in territorial papers

RG 48 no 26 NA
abraham H cannon journals june 11 1891
among clarkson s papers articles and speeches folder box 4 in the

library of congresscongre3s is a report as of 1910iglo which includes then after harr-
ison s election as president mr blaine and mr clarkson induced the presi-
dent to pardon the hundreds of mormonscormons still inin prison for polygamy and re-
store all mormonscormons to citizenship
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escheatedcheatedes church propertyproperty1313 came inin january 1894 and the
utah commission was converted from carpet bag to local
membership to continue as such until statehood brought its
dissolution 46

with religious and political obstacles to statehood removed
by the manifesto and dissolution of the peoples party and as
expressed by arrington utah s economy headed towards secu-
larizationlariza tion to accommodate the national pattern the republican
party could now woo the saints by offering the most promis-
inging channel through which to achieve that desired objective
republican efforts in this connection were spurred by the po-
litical struggle for control of congress 47 george Q cannon
who was in constant touch with washington had reported
to his associates on the eve of the manifesto

the republican party is becoming more favorably impressed
with the importance of securing mormon votes and influence
and the leaders feel as though utah should be admitted as
a state in the union even secretary of state blaine is de-
sirous of utah s admission the democrats might have
won several states had they but possessed sufficient courage
when cleveland was president to admit mormonscormons to political
power but they failed to do so and now realize their lossJOSS 48

A year later joseph F smith also of the first presidency
addressed the church leaders

we have received the strongest admonitions from our re-
publican friends that we must not allow this territory to go
strongly democratic we favored john henry s smith
going on the stump so as to convince the people that a man
could be a republican and still be a saint the republ-
icans will stand by their friends which the democrats have
not done I1 know many prominent men of this party
who are today our friends and are working for our interests

such men as blaine clarkson stanford and estee are
deeply interested in our affairs and desire to do us good 49

territorialTerritbrial papers RG 48 box 211 no 89 private resol no 3 apraar
3 1896

final report of the utah commission june 30 1896106leg to the secretary of
the interior records of the utah commission utah state archives capitol
bldg salt lake city

17former convention chairman john IM thurston reporting to james S

clarksonCarkson relative to political affairs in the west wrote on august 29 1894
to lose two or three senators from this part of the country now means contin-

ued defeat of the republican party in the west and the senate hopelessly
democratic for a long time to come clarkson papers manuscript division
library of congress

abraham H cannon journals july 10 1890
ibidwd july 9 1891
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democratic utah elected joseph L rawlins as delegate to
congress in 1892 with a vote of 15201 to 12390 the dieharddie hard
liberals trailed with 6986 votes rawlins introduced a state-
hood bill in may of the following year which with partisanbipartisanbi
support congress passed as utah s enabling act in july 1894
president cleveland signed it on the 17th however with the
liberals joining the republican party enmassemasseen with republican
policies favorable to the new mormon economy and high
ranking church officials responding gratefully to republican
support for utah statehood the party not only elected delegate
frank J cannon to congress in november but won 59 of the
107 delegates to the corningcoming state constitutional convention
when the convention began its deliberation on march 4 1895
a substantial republican majority elected john henry smith to
preside among the many gratified republican observers of
utah s swing to that party was james S clarkson of the nat-
ional republican committee whose quiet assigned contacts
with utah s leaders over twenty years had been rewarded with
banquets given in his honor not only by the territorial re-
publican committee but by the president of the mormon
church 50 on january 4 1896 when president cleveland
sisigned9ned the proclamation admittinadmittingadadmittingmittin

1
utahoutah to statehood clarkson

wired the mormon leader as follows president wilford
woodruff I1 send you your associates and your people and
the people of utah

I1
generally

1
the congratulations of abidinabiding9

friendship over the admission of utah as a state 01

not willing to give entire credit to the republicans for the
americanizinganiericanizingAmerican izing process in utah president cleveland upon re-
ceiving the state constitution at the hands of the expiring utah
commission commented

it has been my wish as well as my effort to bring about
a change inin the conditions that have existed in the territory
and in congratulating you all I1 have some excuse I1 think
for self congratulation there has been a great change inin the
sentiment inin utah sincesince my first term as chief magistrate
and it isis as welcome to me as to all utah s people 5122

journal history june 30 1893 abraham H cannon journals june 20
24 1893

ibid january 4 1896
2report of the utah commission to secretary of the interior june 30

1896 p 75 government printing office 1896 copy in utah state archives



mormon bibliography
1969

by CHAD J FLAKE

during the last few years I1 have lectured to classes on
mormon bibliography and have been consultant for many who
have done their research in the field of mormon history
among other things I1 belabored the fact that there was a lack
of research materials concerning the mormon sojourn in new
york state then a disturbing pamphlet was published by the
reverend wesley walters entitled new light on mormonism
which questioned the chronology of the early experiences of
joseph smith since that publication a concerted effort has been
made to add to our knowledge of mormonmormonismism in new york
although as of this moment the research is far from conclu-
sive it has certainly been a fine step in the right direction it
is hoped that this will continue until we have a mass of material
to adequately understand the beginnings of mormonism much
of the preliminary research has been published in BYU studies
and summarized in dialogue it is to be hoped that no one will
feel that the job of research has been finished but that the
search has just begun

in the 1968 mormon bibliography I1 congratulated the
church in allowing the joseph smith papyri to be made avail-
able to scholars after their discovery when I1 congratulated
various journals for publishing them I1 inadvertantlyinadvertently ignored
the publication done by the improvement era may I1 apologize
for this oversight and mention that pictures of the papyri frag-
ments were also published in the era as well as a series of arti-
cles authored by professor hugh nibley

As in the past for the compilation of the mormon bibli-
ographyog I1 have relied heavily on mormon americana vol 10
1969
professor flake is special collections librarian at brigham young university
he also edits mormon americana
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STANLEY P HIRSHSON the lion of the lord A
biography of brigham young new york alfred A knopf
1969 391 ppap 8958958.95

reviewed by leonard J arrington professor of economics
and history at utah state university the author of great
basin KingkingdomankingdomdomAnsomanan economic history of the latter day
saints dr arrington has published in westernIrlestern humanities
review rural sociology dialogue BYU studies and a var-
iety of historical journals

there are three major problems connected with this bi-
ography of brigham young first it is not based on the pri-
mary sources which detail the life and thought of brigham
young second it does not present to the reader a portrait of
brigham young as a family man as a church president as a
territorial governor and as a businessman third granted that
the life of brigham young is inextricably linked with the
church he so profoundly influenced the author has demon-
strated only a superficial knowledge of the history and doctrine
of that church

the primary sources for a biography of brigham young
Z

are largely in the LDS historian s library archive in salt lake
city and include the following

1 brigham young manuscript history in 47 thick hand-
written volumes this history was commenced in 1856
under the direction of george A smith and wilford
woodruff and covers the years 1844 to 1877 nearly
all of it is copied into the journal history of the church
a 1200 volume scrapbook history which is available to
all researchers including mr hirshson the journal his-
tory is the richest single source on the events affecting
brigham young which transpired during the years 1830
to 1877

2 brigham young letter books these consist of 15
handwritten volumes all but three of which contain
1000 pages or more and are copies of letters written by

240
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brigham young during the years 1851 through 1877
these are the richest single sources of brigham young s

thoughts attitudes motives and policies
3 brigham young papers these consist of 19 boxes ap-

proximately 1000 pages per box containing speeches
certificates rough draft copies of letters papers connected
with the settlement of the brigham young estate and
other official private papers for the years 1834 to 1877

4 brigham young telegram books these are four bound
volumes with telegrams sent during the years 1864 to
1879

5 brigham young diaries 1837 1846 there are four
volumes of these part of which are holographsholographyholographs they
reveal brigham young s dedication education and powers
of observation

6 president s office journal five volumes of notes with
respect to affairs conducted inin the church president s

office during the years 1850 to 1857
7 first presidency papers 183319691833 1969 one box of these

contains brigham young material
8 council of twelve papers 1847 1969 one box con-

tains brigham young material
9 historian s office journal 1845 1961 thirty volumes

of this rich source cover the brigham young era
10 diaries and papers of brigham young s close associ-

ates these include diaries of heber C kimball orson
pratt willard richards george A smith erastus snow
horace eldredge and others they also include papers of
heber C kimball daniel H wells willard richards
george A smith orson hyde thomas B marsh will-
iam H hooper orson pratt parley P pratt horace
eldredge john bernhisel jedediah M grant erastus
snow and lorenzo snow there are also diaries and pa-
pers of some of brigham young s wives eliza R snow
emily D partridge and several of his children susa
john W brigham jr willard and several of his broth-
ers and sisters and niecesnieces and nephews

11 utah territory papers indian affairs papers
12 there are countless boxes of minute books account books

and papers of virtually all of the enterprises with which
brigham young was connected such as banks railroads
manufactoriesmanufactories wholesale and retail establishments and
farms and irrigation enterprises

all of the above materials are in the LDS church histori-
an s library archive in salt lake city and have been used by
scholars both mormon and non mormon but not by mr
hirshson in addition there are manuscript materials not used
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by mr hirshson in the utah state historical society library
archive an 1857 brigham young diary young s executive
record books and letterpress books as governor brigham
young university including three brigham young account
books and the papers of a son and the university of utah
library hirshson also failed to use extracts from the manu-
script history of brigham young in the bancroft library
which is now printed and most of the great quantity of ma-
terials in the national archives that relate to brigham young
utah and the church durinduringa the years 1847 to 1877

the failure of mr hirshson to use the above materials is
difficult to explain not to say justify mr hirshson who was
lleilethelie recipient of a guggenheim fellowship to do the research
states inin his preface at the mormon church historian s off-
ice inin salt lake I1 received no help or encouragement
actually there is on file in the mormon church historian s

office in salt lake a document personally signed on may 17
1966 by mr hirshson and A william lund the assistant
church historian which specifically grants permission to mr
hirshson to use among other things manuscript histories and
the journal history of the church the records in the church
historian s office reveal that mr hirshson was in the church
historian s library less than one day since dozens of scholars
both mormon and non mormon have used these materials day
after day week after week and month after month mr hirsh-
son s failure to examine them would appear to be due to his
personal desire to do the bulk of his research in metropolitan
new york

if mr hirshson had really wanted to use the abundant pri-
mary materials there are at least a dozen professional histo-
rians in utah who could have told him what materials were
available and how he could obtain them if professors have a
right to expect resourcefulness and persistency in graduate stu-
dents how much more ought we to expect them from a scholar
who had previously written two first rate books farewell to
the bloody shirt 1962 and grenville M dodge 1967

what then is this biography based upon the key to
understanding him brigham young is not in the rocky
mountains but in the midwest and along the atlantic coast
writes mr hirshson great eastern newspapers he wrote sent
their best reporters to salt lake city for varying periods of

time and to interview leading mormonscormons who came east the
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primary source materials inin utah writes mr hirshson without
examining them would probably yield nothing startling
therefore the key is in new york newspapers this isis analo-
gousacusaous to suggesting that the key to understanding robert E

lee isis not in virginia but inin the yankee correspondents re-
ports about him in the biobigblobig city newspapers or if it is more
convenient to do one s research in london then no doubt the
key to lee is in the british museum by actual count mr
hirshson s biography of brigham young has 498 footnote
references to new york city newspapers and 101 references to
other eastern newspapers

obviously it isis a contribution to have combed new york
and other eastern newspapers for interesting stories and quot-
able excerpts about brigham young and the mormon church
but to suppose that contemporary eastern reporters were suf-
ficiently in the know that their stories can be used as substi-
tutes for primary evidence when as inin this instance such is
available is fatuous how accurate were the stories filed by
these correspondents about western indians western outl-
aws or even grenville dodge how far would a phd
candidate get if he proposed to write a biography of santa
anna pancho villa or porfirio diaz by spending one day in
mexico and the remainder combing through new york news-
papers

there are many specific errors which demonstrate the east-
ern correspondents gang aft aglayablay for example mr hirsh-
son states p 9 that heber C kimball left no evidence he
ever learned to read and write and cites as his source the
new york times for may 19 18581838 As a matter of fact there
must be at least a dozen readers of this review who have used
heber C kimball diaries several of which as they must have
observed are inin elder kimball s own unmistakable handwrit-
ing there are also holograph letters certificates and other
memorabilia of elder kimball in the church archive the
same noncredibility pertains to hirshson s ridiculous list of
seventy wiveswives of brigham young his evidence isis about as
sound as the speculations of newspaper correspondents a hun-
dred

bun-
dred years later about the men inin the life of jackie kennedy

in short despite the impressive looking bibliographyb this
is biography based on hearsay rather than on the kind of hard
evidence that the scholar unearthsunearths by his diligence and insight
in working through primary sources this may account for the
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failure of the lion of the lord to describe and assess brigham
young s problems and contributions in such areas as coloniza-
tion settlement immigration economic development and ec-
clesiastical organization and management

because he was writing primarily from hearsay sources
hirshson gives support to the same stereotypes that were given
currency by eastern and british travelers to mormonlandMormonland in
brigham young s day mr hirshson needs to understand the
following 1 1 contrary to contemporary stereotypes many
early mormonscormons were educated sophisticated and sinceresincere they
saw in the restored gospel the way to perfection 2 As
with all political and religious leaders brigham young had
the problem of searching for consensus among a welter of con-
flicting opinions and attitudes assuming a monolithic church
state hirshson exhibits no comprehension of the tensions
struggles controversies and disagreements within the faith
which are evident in the diaries of the period 3 in oppo-
sition to the women in bondage theme hundreds of intelli-
gent mormon women left testimonies to the manner in which
their faith and church gave them greater freedom and inde-
pendencependence than they could have enjoyed in contemporary ameri-
can and european society 4 the devious motives attributed
to young are often understood and explained by reference to
brigham young s letters certainly brigham young used poli-
cy and money and power entered into his calculations but the
serious student can hardly question his sincerity and the deci
sion making process is almost always more complex than hirsh-
son indicates 5 the grossly exaggerated stories of brigham
young s wealth are based upon correspondents inability to
distinguish between brigham young s wealth in his private
capacity and in his functioning as the trustee in trust of his
church 6 if he had read just a dozen of the hundreds
available of brigham young s letters to his children mr
hirshson would have seen the personal interest of the mormon
leader in his family their activities and welfare

since it is clear that even guggenheim fellows will not use
primary mormon materials which are available to them it be-
hooves mormon historians conveniently located close to salt
lake city to use the rich materials which the church historian s

library archive has to offer if a good biography of brigham
young has not been written and clearly the lion of the lord
doesndoean t fill the bill it is up to mormon scholars to write one
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and see that isis is published hirshson s book is dramatic evi-
dence of the acute need of publishing some if not all of the
brigham young papers

RICHARD P HOWARD restoration scriptures A study
of their textual development independence missouri her-
ald publishing house 1969 278 ppap 5955.95595 hardback 4954.95495
paperback

reviewed by robert J matthews director of academic
research for the department of seminaries and institutes
of religion at the brigham young university dr matthews
has published widely inin church related studies

this recent publication by the historian of the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints traces the textual
development of the book of mormon the inspired version
of the bible and the doctrine and covenants from the earli-
est dictated manuscripts to present day published editions it is
an historical study of the long and sometimes complicated
journey that was involved inin the transfer of ideas from the
mind of the prophet joseph smith to the final recording of
those ideas on the printed page this journey entailed a pro-
cess of several steps such as dictation to a scribe transcription
emendation and revisionrevision of publicationprepublicationpre manuscripts to ob-
tain greater clarity and improved meaning and also for correc-
tion of scribal error followed by first edition publication and
finally additional revision and correction in subsequent pub-
lished editions

it isis mr howard s observation that there is a difference
between revelation fronifrom god and the record of that revelacevela
tion scripture isis the record of a divine revelation but not
the revelation itself in continuing this theme consistent with
the evidence of original and other publicationprepublicationpre manuscripts
mr howard concludes that revelation did not generally come
to the prophet inin a mechanical stereo typed manner of exact
words and phrases but rather that the prophet was revealed
concepts which he was obliged to express in his own words
since all knowledge was not given inin a single revelatory ex-
perienceperience later revelations contributed to the understanding of
earlier revealed principles the obligation that was placed
on the prophet to work out his own forms of expression plus
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the accumulation of subsequent revelations necessitated fre-
quent revision and workingreworkingre of the original manuscripts to
express as accurately as possible what had actually been com-
municatedmunica ted to his mind in making these observations mr
howard has presented not only an historical reviewreview of the
scriptures but also an important concept about how revela-
tion came to the prophet joseph smith and how he then ex-
pressed that information in writing

howard s presentation of excerpts from publicationprepublicationpre
manuscripts seems to be ample documentary evidence to refute
the david whitmer martin harris william smith reports
that the act of translation of the book of mormon was a visumisuvisu-
ally projected experience inin which joseph is said to have
actually seen the words inin the urimarim and thummimthummirnThummirn and merely
copied them

mr howard also explains that the early manuscripts bear
evidence of at least the follfollowingfollowinoowino three kinds of revisions 1 1

tat1thefietiefle correction of scribal errors 2 the clarification of am-
biguous and poorly worded passages to improve their mean-
ing and 3 the addition of material that was not inin the
original draft these three types of revision are well illustra-
ted inin the book by parallel columns and also by actual photo
copies of selected pages of the manuscripts it is demonstrated
that first drafts were often inadequate to convey the informa-
tion inin the manner the prophet desired and that these specific
kinds of revisions were made in the text of the book of
mormon inin the inspired version of the bible and also inin
the doctrine and covenants

A study of this kind could only be accomplished by access
to original manuscripts since these have not been available
for general use we are indebted to mr howard for the publi-
cation of his work the forty four photo copies and fifty three
parallel column illustrations alone are worth the price of the
book mr howard has a keen ability to observe and to draw
meaning out of unorganized material that to a less industrious
researcher might appear a hopeless task this isis especially evi-
dent from his use of dates handwriting analysis and historical
events inin making a technical reconstruction of the procedures
of the prophet and his variousvarious scribes inin the translation of
the bible

of considerable interest are discussions of variousvarious sub
items such as the frequency of the phrase and it came to
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pass use of the term arimurim and thummim and the matter
of what joseph smith meant by his usage of the term trans-
lation there are likewise some interesting historical connec-
tions havinhaving0 to do with oliver cowdery sidney rigdon and
john whitmer and their services as scribes to the prophet the
probable influence of the untimely death of joseph s brother
alvin smith on the doctrine of baptism for the dead like-
wise makes informative reading

the book also contains considerable information about the
revision and correction of the text of the book of mormon
and doctrine and covenants book of commandments
after their initial printingspaintingsprin tings these corrections and revisions
were sometimes by the prophet himself sometimes by a
scribe under his direction and sometimes by committees after
the prophet s death the inspired version of the bible was
printed and to a very minor extent revised by committees
after the death of joseph smith

the book is admittedly complicated as a work of this na-
ture has to be it is remarkable that the detailed and complex
information isis presented as plainly as it is penetrating insight
and clarity of explanation are two of mr howard s virtues in
the preface he explains this is not a text for casual reading

but is a resource text designed for the serious student
seeking to grasp the relationships between church history
revelation and scripture the work is somewhat of a
survey although it contains unusual depth and insight and
in many ways it is the only sourcebooksourcebook of its kind dealing with
the background of the particular scriptures of this dispensa-
tion

perhaps a few other observations are in order the book
was written primarily for RLDS readers and therefore cita-
tions from the doctrine and covenants and the book of mor-
mon are from the RLDS publications of these works in which
chapter and verse numbers differ from the current LDS pub-
licationslications this may sometimes be confusing to LDS readers

another factor needs consideration on the basis of manu-
script evidence mr howard s conclusions seem to be logical
and quite generally correct however there is a natural tend-
ency in an intricate investigation of this kind for one to
describe with too much finality just how a prophet seer
and revelator receives divine communication and likewise to
decide what is and what is not revelation to collect objective
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evidence is the legitimate business of a scholar to interpret
that evidence is also the work of a scholar but by its nature
interpretation is sometimes subjective thus the LDS reader
will probably see elements of subjectivity in mr howard s

evaluation of the various documents concerning baptism for
the dead and also of plural marriage however it should be
noted that mr howard also calls attention to some apparent
inconsistencies and misconceptions in the traditions and state-
ments of the RLDS

the book is a major leap forward in the textual criticism
of latter day scripture although additional research and un-
derstandingderstanding may someday dictate occasional adjustments inin
some of the conclusions historians theologians and serious
minded students of the latter day scriptures will be glad for
mr howard s insightful interesting and most informative
new book and will wish to have a copy for themselves and
become familiar with its contents
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